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ABSTRACT
This dissertation describes a study of the behavior of laterally
unsupported as-rolled steel W beam-columns under constant axial load
and monotonically increasing strong-axis end moments. Because the beam-
columns are laterally unsupported, they are prone to lateral-torsional
buckling before their in-plane moment capacities are reached.
There are three parts in this dissertation. The first part
presents the theoretical solutions for the occurrence of inelastic
lateral-torsional buckling in as-rolled W beam-columns with restraints
being provided at the column ends to resist weak-axis bending and
warping of the section. The solutions consider both the tangent modulus
and the reduced modulus concepts of unloading of the yielded portions
in the column sections. The different degrees of restraints are studied
and their beneficial effects are compared with the solutions for pinned-
end beam-columns, free to warp and bend about the weak-axis. The theoretical
solutions are then compared with the available test results and the CRC
interaction formula for laterally unsupported beam-columns.
The second part of the dissertation extends the method pre-
viously developed for predicting the occurrence of inelastic lateral-
torsional buckling in single-span beam-columns to continuous beam-
columns with warping and weak-axis bending restraints at the joints.
Only the tangent modulus solutions are considered in this case. Sample
numerical results are obtained for three-span continuous beam columns.
They are used to check the accuracy of the method currently recommended
by the AISI and AISC for predicting the buckling strength of an assembly
of beams and beam-columns.
The last part of the dissertation presents a method for pre-
dicting the strength and behavior of laterally unsupported beam-columns
with or without end restraints. The maximum strength capacities of
unbraced beam-columns are compared with their tangent modulus and their
reduced modulus buckling strength solutions, and then with the CRC
interaction formula. The post-buckling rotation capacities of unbraced
beam-columns are also examined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
In planar multi-story frames, columns are commonly erected
with their strong axis perpendicular to the plane of the frame. For,
these columns have been designed to carry only the axial loads and
bending moments about their strong axes. The result of this orientation
of the columns is an efficient use of the material especially when
the columns are made of wide-flange or H sections. Methods are
currently available for predicting the strength and behavior of columns
b · d . lId d . b d (1.1,1.2)su jecte to ax~a oa an strong ax~s en ing moments.
The methods assume that out-of-plane deformations can be effectively
prevented by lateral bracing so that deformations are only confined
in the plane of the applied moments. Design procedures for this type
b ld h (1.3,1.4)of ui ing columns ave been formulated.. A number of high-
rise buildings have been built whose columns were designed according
to these procedures. (1.5)
The assumption that out-of-plane deformations can be pre-
vented by lateral bracing is justifiable for exterior columns which
are usually held in position by the exterior walls. Most interior
columns are, however, often left unsupported for architectural reasons.
Such columns must be designed as unsupported columns.
When an unsupported (or unbraced) column is subjected to
combined axial load and strong axis bending moments, its behavior
is likely to be affected by lateral-torsional buckling--a type of
-4
insta~ility involving twisting and out-of-plane deformation of the column.
Extensive theoretical studies on the initiation of lateral-torsional
b k . . d d b 1 h b d (1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9)uc ling 1n p1nne -en earn-co umns ave een rna e.
Tests on beam-columns which were laterally supported only at their ends
. (1.10,1.11)have been performed 1n the United States and abroad. However,
there is no way the test results could be used to check the theoretical
work as the test columns were always restrained to a certain degree at
the ends. These restraints were the direct consequence of the end fix-
tures being used in order to effectively transfer the axial load from
the testing machine to the column. Practically, it is extremely difficult
to test beam-columns that are free to warp and at the same time free to
bend about the weak-axis at the column ends. Nevertheless, an empirical
formula has been proposed first by Hill and Clark(l.ll) and later on
confirmed to some extent by the test results reported in Ref. 1.12.
This formula relates the axial load on the column to the strong axis
bending moment at which lateral-torsional buckling would occur. It has
been adopted as a possible guide for design by the Column Research Council, (1.13)
ASCE in its manual on plastic, design, (1.14) the AISC Specification(1.15)
and Lehigh University. (1.3) The limitation on strength prescribed in
this formula means that the full in-plane strength of a beam-column may
not be realized, and that no rotational deformation is permitted for the
column beyond the rotation that corresponds to the initiation of lateral-
torsional buckling. The imposed limitations are essential because there
are no solutions ,available to predict the behavior of unbraced beam-columns
after lateral-torsional buckling.
In a typical building frame, it is conceivable that reliance
can be made on the floor beams and slabs to provide Some restraints
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to the columns at the joints, and thus delay the occurrence of lateral-
torsional buckling. These restraints though small they may be, and the
possible post-buckling strength that is inherent in many structural
members may well contribute a significant "added" strength that is
being neglected at the present time in the design of unbraced columns.
The plastic method of design of steel columns in a multi-
story frame involves the arbitrary partitioning of a whole frame into
a number of "subassemblages" as shown in Fig. 1.1. (1.3) A subassem-
blage is a structural system made up of a number of beams and columns.
The "interior" subassemblage shown in Fig. 1.1 consists of a continuous
three-span beam-column with two beams framing into the upper joint
(Joint A) and the lower joint (Joint B). The system is under checker-
board loading and failure of the beams is assumed to be caused by the
formation of beam mechanism. At every joint, the moment transmitted
from the severely loaded beam will be resisted by the upper column,
the lower column, and the adjacent beam. The total resisting capacity
of these three members can be obtained by graphically summing the moment-
rotation relationships of every member as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 for the
upper joint. If the columns were unbraced between joints, lateral-
torsional buckling could occur before the attainment of the in-plane
strength. There is no method available for calculating the inelastic
lateral-torsional buckling strength of a continuous beam-column.
Solutions for this problem are important if the strength of the
whole structural subassemblage rather than an individusl beam-column
is sought.
•-6
1.2 Objective and Scope
the object of the investigation is to develop analytical
methods for predicting the strength and behavior of laterally unsup-
ported beam-columns.
The scope of this study is as follows:
1. Theoretical studies on the initiation of inelastic
lateral-torsional buckling in pinned-end and restrained
single-span beam-columns.
2. Theoretical studies on the initiation of inelastic
lateral-torsional buckling in continuous beam-columns
with or without joint restraints •
. 3. Development of a method for predicting the strength
and behavior of laterally unsupported beam-columns.
after the occurrence of lateral-torsional buckling.
The lateral-torsional buckling behavior of an inelastic
beam-column will first be discussed. It will be found from the
discussion in Chapter 2 that the critical moment corresponding to the
inception of lateral-torsional buckling is very much influenced by the
magnitude of the virtual disturbing force. A small virtual disturbance
will give rise to a lower bound solution, commonly known as the tangent
-
modulus.solution. Conversely a. large virtual disturbance will cause the
yielded sect~ons to unload elastically, thus giving rise to an upper bound
solution commonly known as the reduced modulus solutions.
The previous studies on the lateral-torsional buckling in
beam-columns will be reviewed and their shortcomings will be stated in
Chapter 2.
-7
Three chapters are ·devoted to a study on inelastic
lateral-torsional buckling in single-span beam-columns. Basic buckling
and equilibrium equations will be formulated in Chapter 2. In Chapter
3 will be presented the buckling solutions for pinned-end or restrained
beam-columns based on the tangent modulus concept. It will be shown
that the theoretical solutions correlate exceptionally well with the
available test results. The reduced modulus (upper bound) solutions
will be given in Chapter 4. For the first time, the new solutions
will provide an indication to what might be the maximum strength
capacity of unbraced beam-columns after lateral-torsional buckling
has occurred.
The stability of a continuous beam-column with joint restraints
will be examined in Chapter 5. An analytical method will be developed
to predict the inception of lateral-torsional buckling in such a
continuous system under a variety of loading conditions. As a final
contribution in this dissertation, a method will be developed in
Chapter 6 to predict the strength and behavior of unbraced beam-
columns after the occurrence of lateral-torsional buckling. It wil
be shown that certain commercially rolled W beam-columns have sub-
stantial post-buckling strength and rotation capacity which are being.
neglected in the current desig~ practice.
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Z. FORMULATION OF THE GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
FOR INELASTIC LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING IN BEAM-COLUMNS
Z.l Introduction
The intent of this chapter is to formulate a set of governing
differential equations for lateral-torsional buckling in beam-columns
under general loading conditions, applicable to either pinned-end,
restrained or continuous beam-columns. Although the problem of
lateral-torsional buckling is not new, the differential equations
derived by previous investigators are either incomplete or pertai~
1 d d b d d "" (1.6-1.9,Z.1-Z.4)to specific oa ing an oun ary con ~t~ons.
A beam-column unbraced between the column ends may experience
other forms of instability in addition to lateral-torsional buckling.
One of; these is local buckling of the flange in compression. The
•
research work(Z·5,Z.6,Z.7) on this problem has culminated in
a design recommendation currently adopted for plastically designed
1 (1.13,1.15)stee structures. In essence, flange local buckling
can be inhibited until the strain in the material in compression reaches
strain-hardening strain by proper proportioning of the width-to-thick-
ness ratio of each of the plate elements. Most of the commercially
rolled wide-flange shapes of A36 steel have a width-to-thickness
ratio smaller than the recommended value. (Z.5)
In the absence of bending moments, a column under constant
axial load may buckle about the strong or weak axis, depending largely
on the slenderness ratio and the boundary conditions. This type of
instability failure may occur when the column section is still elastic
-9
if the length of the columI). is sufficiently long. The investigation re-
ported herein is concerned mainly with th~ instability mode of lateral-
torsional buckling. However, it will be shown later that lateral-
torsional buckling will give way to either lateral or in-plane buckling
when the appropriate situation arises.
2.2 Buckling Behavior of an Inelastic Member
, It is first necessary to review the fundamentals of the
buckling phenomenon. When a member subjected to an axial load
and strong-axis bending moments applied at the supports is given a
virtual lateral disturbance, it will either return towards, or depart
further from its configuration just prior to the application of the
disturbance. Under a constant axial load and monotonically increasing
: bending moments, the beam-column will return towards its original
configuration for an initial range of loads. The first applied moment
at which the member fails to return to its original configuration is
termed the buckling moment, also commonly known as the critical moment
M Depending largely on the slenderness ratio', part of the beam-
cr
column may be inelastic when buckling occurs. As the properties of
the yielded material are history dependent, the magnitude of the critical
moment will depend on the manner in which the disturbance is applied,
as illustrated in Ref. 2.8 for the case of an axially loaded column.
When the disturbance is applied during a flexural, deformation
increment, the beam-column may buckle with no unloading across the
section. This is true if the disturbance is small with respect to
the flexural increment. In this case, the buckling moment is the
tangent modulus moment. It is the lowest bound of the buckling
moment for a perfect beam-column. On the other hand, if there is
-10
,no increase in flexural deformation during the disturbance, the buckling
moment is known as the reduced modulus moment. The unloading of the
yielded fibres contributes to the stiffening of the section. The re-
duced modulus moment thus provides the highest bound. It has been shown
in Ref. 2.8 for an axially loaded column that a continuous series of
buckling forces are possible between the highest and the lowest
bounds, depending on the relative properties of axial and lateral
strains. There is no reason not to believe that the same arguement
holds true for a beam-column.
Tests and recent analytical studies have shown that for an
axially loaded column, lateral buckling would occur when the column
. 1 d d· 'd lId (2.9,2.10)1S oa e to 1tS tangent mo u us' oa • The maximum 10ad-
carrying capacity of the column, however, lies somewhere between
the tangent modulus and 'the reduced modulus loads. The reduced modulus
load is therefore not a realistic. buckling load, but it provides the
only means of establishing the upper bound to the maximum load carrying
capacity of the column. In an unbraced beam-column, it is believed that
the same phenomenon exists in that the beam-column will buckle at
the tangent modulus moment (lowest bound), and that its maximum moment-
carrying capacity is somewhere between the tangent and the reduced
modulus moment. (2.4)
2;3 P,revious Research
A comprehensive survey on the research on elastic lateral-
torsional buckling in beams and beam-columns up to 1960 has been
given in Ref. 2.11. Several papers on elastic buckling problems have
been published since then, but the work was more complex in nature as
solutions were attempted for restrained beams,continuous beams, rigid
f and . d 'b (2.12-2.20)rames, tapere mem ers.
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Analytical solutions for inelastic buckling problems are
extremely difficult to obtain ?ecause of the non-linearity of the
differential equations. A possible solution is by numerical methods,
but for this a digital computer of large capacity is required to do
the numerous calculations. Large capacity computers were not readily
available until very recently.
N~al(2.2l) and then Wittrick(2.22) provided solutions for rec-
1 b 1 a d h - 1 (2.23) d . dtangu ar earns oa e into t e ine astic range. Horne expan e
Neal's work to solve the inelastic buckling strength of a steel wide-
flange bea~. About a decade later, Galambos extended Horne's work
to study the buckling of wide-flange beam-columns with due consideration
given to the presence of residual stresses in the members. (1.6) Unlike
beam problems, the bending and torsional stiffnesses of a beam-column
vary along its length because of the "p-t:P effect. Galambos' method
can only solve beam-columns bent into single curvature by two equal
but opposite end moments. The columns ends are assumed pinned which
implies that the end sections are free to warp and to bend about the
weak-axis. For simplicity, Galambos unconservatively assumed in his
solutions a beam-column of uniform stiffnesses, and that the magnitudes
of these stiffnesses were similar to those at the column ends. An
upper bound solution was thus achieved. Te~hnica1ly it was possible
to obtain a lower bound solution by computing the moment and thus the
stiffnesses at the midspan of the beam-columns. But for this, one
would have to resort to a numerical integration method such as
Newmark!s method which proves laborious and time~consuming. The
idea of obtaining lower bound solutions was not realized until
information on midspan moment of a beam-column became available through
-12
the application of the concept of column deflection curves. (1.1) Upper
bound solutions were then obtained. Typical lower and upper bound
solutions can be found in Refs. 1.8 and 1.10.
Recently in England, Horne derived theoretical solutions for
an uniform beam-column with both ends completely restrained against
. (2 24)
warping but simply-supported about the strong and the weak axes. •
But his theory was based on the equivalent moment method which assumes
that the behavior of a beam-column under an'axial load P and two
different end moments is the same as a beam-column subjected to
an axial load P and an uniform strong-axis bending moment M/F, where
F is a function of the end-moment ratio. Fox improved Horne's theory
by considering the actual loading conditions, that is, axial load P
d d (2.25)an two en moments. Ho~ever, his solutions were based on over-
simplifying assumptions that the weak-axis bending rigidity varied
linearly with distance along the column in the yielded portion. Further-
more, the Pb, effect) the warping rigidity and the Wagner effect were
also neglected. The presence of residual stresses in the members was not
considered in both studies.
More accurate solutions for lateral-torsional buckling in
beam-columns h?ve been development recently in the United States. (1.7,1.9)
In Ref. 1.7, the finite difference technique was used to determine
the critical moment for the initiation of lateral-torsional buckling
in as-rolled wide-flange beam-column bent in single curvature
by either two equal but opposite end moments or one end moment.
Only cooling residual stresses were considered presented in the
members. The column ends were assumed pinned. An analytical approach
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was used in Ref. 1~9 to detect the stage at which the inception of
lateral-torsional buckling in annealed ~ beam-columns was imminent.
All previous investigations except that described in Ref. 1.9 assumed
that pre-buckling in-plane deformations were small and could thus
be neglected in the derivation of the governing differential equations.
This assumption proves to be unconservative for the annealed beam-
columns reported in Ref. 1.9.
No "exact" solutions on inelastic buckling are yet avai1-
able for the case in which end restraints exist at the ends of an
individual beam-column or at the joints of a continuous beam-column.
Furthermore no attempts have been made to develop a general method
that can be used to determine the buckling strength of beam-columns,
be they pinned-end or restrained and under any combination of end
moments. As stated earlier, previous U.S. investigations were
primarily concerned with pinned-end beam-columns subjected to an
axial load and either two equal but opposite end moments or one
end moment. These solutions are incomplete as one case neglects
pre-buckling deforrnations(1.7) and the other case does not consider
the effect of residual stresses. (1.9) . Besides, the solutions presented
were based on the tangent modulus concept which, as discussed in Sect.
2.2, does not take into account the stiffening effect of the unloading
of the yielded portions of the s·ection. A solution based on the reduced
modulus concept would establish an upper bound to the maximum strength
capacity of the column. The maximum strength capacity and the behavior
of beam~co1umns after the initiation of lateral-torsional buckling
are still unknown.
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2.4 Formulation of Basic Equations of Lateral Torsional Buckling
2.4.1 Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in the derivation of
the basic equations of lateral-torsional buckling:
1. No transverse loads are applied between the two ends
of the column.
2. Only end moments which cause bending about the major
axis are applied at the supports.
3. The column is an as-rolled wide-flange shape initially
free of crookedness.
4. The axial load acts along the original centroida1
axis of the column and retains this direction after
buckling.
5. The cross-section is uniform over the column length
and retains its original shape during the buckling
process.
6. The displacements are small in comparison to the cross-
sectional dimensions of the column.
7. The stress-strain relationship for the steel is
ideally elastic-plastic as shown in Fig. 2.1.
8. Only cooling residual stresses are present in the
member.
Figure 2.2 shows the assumed pattern of residual stresses
in a typical ·W section used in this investigation. The maximum
compressive stress a in the tip of each flange is taken as 0.3 a
rc y
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where a is the static yield stress of steel. The tensile residual
y
stress a in the web is:
rt
= [ bt
bt ] (2.1)art a rc +w (d-2t)
where b - flange width,
t = flange thickness,
d - depth of section, and
w = width of web.
This residual stress pattern is similar to that used by previous
investigators. (1.6,1.7,1.8)
2.4.2 Derivation of Basic Equations of Lateral-Torsional Buckling
In this section, basic equations of lateral-torsional
buckling will be derived for a single-span beam-column. The extension
of the equations to the solution of continuous beam-columns will be
discussed in Chapter 5.
In Fig. 2.3 is shown a beam-column subjected to axial load,
bending moments and twisting moments at both ends. The axial force P
and strong axis bending moments MBx and ~x are externally applied.
The weak-axis bending moments MB and ~y and the twisting moment
.. y
M are the induced moments due to the restraints at the column
zo
supports.
The coordinate system chosen for this study is also shown
in :iFig. 2.3. The letters x, y and z denote the co-ordinates of the
undeformed member. When strong-axis bending moments are applied,
the beam-column deforms in the plane of the web and continues to do
'so until lateral-torsional buckling occurs. The position of a typical
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cross-section of the beam-column prior to buckling is marked 2 in Fig.
2.4. Position 1 is when the column is not yet loaded. After buckling,
the column section deforms to position 3. The letters S, ~, and'
denote the co-ordinate axes of the deformed member. The lateral dis-
placement, vertical displacement and the twist about the shear center
of the deformed member are expressed by u, v and ~ respectively.
The quantity v is the pre-buckling deformation in the plane of bending.
o
The co-ordinates of the shear center are denoted by x and y. The
·00
diagrams in Fig. 2.4 are for the case in which the unloading of the
yielded portions of the cross-section is neglected. In this case,
tangent modulus concept is assumed and the sectional properties are
computed based on the elastic portions of the yielded section prior
to buckling. In the reduced modulus concept, unloading of the yielded
portions is taken into consideration and thus the shear center will
be sometimes located outside the web of the cross-section as illustrated
in Fig. 2.5. The procedures for determining the location of shear
center, the corresponding bending and warping stiffnesses during the
different stages of loading will be discussed in Sect. 3.1 and 4.1.
In Fig. 2.6 are shown the positions of the centroid C and
the shear center S of a cross-section during the various stages of
deformations. Before any force is applied on the column, the section
is undeformed and elastic. The centroid and the shear center coincide
at the same point. At the inception of lateral-torsional buckling·
and assuming that part of the section is inelastic, the centroid
has moved to C' and the shear center to S'. The vertical displacement
of the centroid is denoted by V and the location of S' with respect
o
to the centroid C' is denoted by (x ,y ) as shown. After buckling,
o 0
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the centroid moves to e" and the shear center moves to S". The dis-
placements due to buckling are u, v and~. It can be found from
geometry that the lateral displacement u and the transverse displace-
c
ment v of the centroid are:
c
u = u + y ~
c 0
(2.2)
v
c
= v + v
o
x ~o (2.3)
In the case where the tangent modulus concept is used, the yie ld
pattern is symmetrical about the y axis and therefore x = O.
o
Equation 2.3 then reduces to
v = v + v
c 0
The relationships for the direction cosines between
x, y, z axes and S, ~, C axes are:(2.l)
..
x y z
S 1 ~ -u'
~ -~ 1 -v'
C u' v' 1
(2.4)
Using the above cosine transformation relationships, it is possible
. to relate the moments with respect to the S, ~ and C axes to those
with respect to the x, y and z axes as follows:
MS = M + ~ M u' M (2.5)x y z
~ = -~ M +M - v' M (2.6)x y z
MCl = u' M + v' M +M (2.7)x y z
The prime in the above equations denotes first derivative with respect to z.
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The internal resisting moments M and M at a distance z from the
x y
bottom end of the column can be expressed in terms of the axial
load, end moments, and the displacements of the centroid by con-
sidering separately the equilibrium of the forces in the z-x and
z-y planes:
Z I.M
= -~x + (MBx + ~x) + p vx L c
M =-M + z (~y + ~y) - p uY By L c
The internal twisting ,moment M is simply
z
M = M
z zo
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
In addition to Mel' the torsional moment Me has three
other components which can be expressed as:
M
e2 =
p y U I _ P X VI (2.11)
0 a
M
e3 =
_ ~I J(5.2 dA (2.12)
'A
=
(2.13)
where a is the distance between the shear center and any point in the
section. M'2 is the torsional moment due to the components of axial
thrust P in the S and ~ directions about the shear center (Fig. 2.7).
M'3 is the torsional moment due to the component of the normal stress
, th d . (2.4)( 2 8)on e warpe cross-sect~on. See Fig. • Finally the torsional
moment M
e4
is the contribution due to the end shears (Fig. 2.9).
The internal resisting morr~nts MS and ~ given by Eqs. 2.5
and 2.6 can now be expressed in terms of the end forces:
= M + ~ (~ + M..- ) + P v +Bx L -~x -Tx c
~ [- MBy +.~ (M + ~_ ) - p u ] - U I ML By -Ty . c zo (2.14)
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= ~ [-M + ~Bx L (MB + ~ ) + P v ]x Tx c
The internal twisting moment is
+ M + P Y u
'
- P X v'
zo 0 0
M
zo
(2.15 )
2 1
a dA - -L
1
L (2.16 )
In terms of stiffness and deformation, the internal moments
MS' ~ and Me are approximately equal to
MS ~ - EI (v" + v ") (2.17 )x 0
, ~ EI u" (2.18)
Y
Me ~ G K.r~I (EI ~")' (2.19)w
where
E = elastic modulus,
I = moment of inertia about x axis,
x
I .- moment of inertia about y axis,y
G - . shearing modulus,
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~ = torsion constant, and
I = warping moment of inertia.
w
The detailed derivation of the total internal twisting
moment MS is given in Appendix L If the following substitutions
are made:
B = E I = bending rigidity about x axis,
x x
B .- E I = bending rigidity about y axis,y 'y
CT
= G K = St. Venant ,constant, andT
C = E I = warping rigidity,
w w
Equations 2.17 - 2.19 can be written simply:
= B (v" + v ")
x 0
= B u"
Y
= C Q' - (C W') fT I-' W
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
Equating Eq. 2.14 with Eq. 2.21, 2.15with2.22, and 2.16
with 2.23, and rearranging, the following equations are obtained:
(v" + v II) - M z .B + I (MBx + MTx) + P Vc +x o Bx
~ [- MBy + t (~y + MTy) - P u ] - u ' M = 0c zo
B u" + M z +MT.)+Pu +Y By -'I (MBy y c
~ [- ~x + i (~x + MT) + PVc] + v' M
= 0. zo
(2.24 )
(2.25 )
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(C
w
S") I ~ C
T
S I .+ u I [- M. + ~ (K.. + R_ ) + P v JBx L -~x -LX c
+ VI [- M + ~ (~ + M.r ) - P u ] + M +
I
By L I Y I JY 2 . c zo
P Y u - P X V - ~ cr a dA -
o 0
A .
1 (MBx + M.rx) (u + X )L - X0 0
z=O
1 (~ + M.r) (v +vo + Yo ) 0 (2.26)- Yo =L Y .Y z=O
Substituting the values of u and v in the above equations with
c c
those from Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3, and differentiating with respect to z
twice Eqs. 2.24 and 2.25, and once Eq. 2.26, the following expressions
are obtained:
[B
X
(v" + vo")J" + P (v
o
+ v - X
o
S)" + S" [- MBy +
- u" I M = 0
zo
(2.27)
(B u")" + P [u + (y + v )SJ" + QII [- M +Y 0 0 f-I: Bx
(2.28)
(Cw ~")" - [(CT +f a .2 dA) ~']' +
A
+ u l [p (v + Y )1 + -L1 (ML + ML )] +o 0 -~x -LX
(v + v + Y - Yo ) •
o 0 z=o
(M- + K_)
--By -"Ty
L
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(u + x - x )'
o 0z=O
= 0 (2.29)
The cross terms of u, v, and ~ have been neglected in the above
equations. The unknown parameters in the above equations are the
deformations u, v, and ~, and the induced moments MBy ' ~y' and Mzo •
Procedures to determine these induced moments are described in Appendix
2. It will be shown that:
~ - (B U") - P (u + Y Q) + Q MY _z=O 0 ~ z=O ~z=O Bx
(B u") + P (u + Y Q) + Q M-Y z=L 0 ~ z=L ~z=L -Tx
(2.30)
(2.31)
M
zo
~ - (C ~")' + (C +fcr
w z=O T
. A
2
a dA)z=O ~ z=O
1
- u'
z
-_O (- MBx+ P YO)i + -L (M + K_ ) uBx -"Tx z=O
. z=O
(2.32)
'Substituting for the values of MB ' K and M in Eqs. 2.27, 2.28,. y -"Ty ZQ
and 2.29 with those from Eqs. 2.30, 2.31, and 2.32, and neglecting
again the ·cross terms of u, v, and ~, the following expressions are
obtained:
[B (v" + v")]" + P (v + v x S)" = 0
x 0 0 0
II(B u")+p[u+(y +v)S]"+S"[-M +Y 0 0 Bx
f (MBx + ~)J + 2 S' [f (~x + M.rx)] = 0
(Cw ~")" - [(CT + fa ,2 dA) ~']' +
A
u II [- MBx + t (MBx + ~x) + P (v0 + yo)]
(2.30)
(2.31)
p X v" - P X ' v' -
a 0
1
+ u' [p (va + Yo)' + L (MBx + ~x)J
(u + x 13)' ( ~x + M.rx ) = 0
o . L _ (2.32)
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It has been stated earlier that in the tangent modulus
concept of buckling, x = 0 because of the symmetry of the yield.
o
pattern in the section about the y axi.s. Thus, by eliminating X
o
in the above three equations, the following equations are obtained:
2
adA) I3'J' +
[B (v" + v ")J" + p (v + V)" = 0
x 0 0
(B u")" + P [u + (y + v ) I3J" + 13" [- MY .. 0 0 . Bx
+ ~ (M.... + M..... ) J + 213' [1. (M + M..... ) J = 0L -~x -~x L Bx -Tx
(C 13")" - [(C +}ow T
A
u" [- M + ~ (M
B
+ M ) + P (v + Y ) JBx L x Tx 0 0
+ P (v + Y )' u· = 0
o 0
(2.33 )
(2.34 )
(2.35)
Equation 2.33 does not contain the lateral and twisting deformations
u and 13. It is independent of Eqs. 2.34 and 2.35. It is simply an
expression for in-plane strength and is a non-homogeneous equation.
Equations 2.34 and 2.35 are, however, complex and homogeneous. They
'. form the set of basic equations for lateral-torsional buckling in
beam-columns.
In the reduced modulus concept, the unloading effect of the
yielded fibres is taken into consideration in calculating the bending
and torsional stiffnesses of the section. It is conceivable that the
about the x or the y axis.
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resulting 'elastic' portion of the cross-section will not be symmetrical
Thus the distance x may not be zero in
o
some instances when parts of the section have yielded. When this
situation exists, the three buckling equations (Eqs. 2.30, 2.31 and
2.32) are coupled. They then represent the expressions for the
biaxial bending of the beam-column. Therefore conceptually, there
exists a conflicting case in which in one instance (when the beam-
column is elastic) the differential equations are for buckling of
the beam-column, and in another instance (when the beam-column is
inelastic) they are associated with biaxial bending. It will be
shown in Chapter 4 that the accuracy of the method used in determining
the location of shear center depends on the accuracy of the assumption
I that a beam-column buckles laterally first before twisting occurs.
Because of the uncertainties described in above, and since the re-
duced modulus solutions that are being sought are still buckling
problems, it is henceforth assumed that x = 0 and that Eqs. 2.34
o
and 2.35 are valid for both concepts (tangent modulus and reduced
modulus) to be used to determine the critical moment for lateral-
torsional buckling.
2.4.3 Expressions in Finite Differences
The basic equations for lateral-torsional buckling are
given by Eqs. 2.34 and 2.35. These two equations are highly non-
linear and cannot be solved directly. Therefore an approximate
--------·--numerical solution must be considered. - A numerical solution
based on center finite differences is used in this study.
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The length of a beam-column is arbitrarily cut into n segments
each of length o. Using the notation shown in Fig. 2.10, the basic
equations for lateral-torsional buckling (Eqs. 2.34, 2.35) can be
expressed as:
(! B + B 1 ) +2 B ui _22 y. 1 Yi Yi+11-
(- 6 B + 2 B + P 02) u i _1 +Yi Yi +1
(- 2 B + 10 B - 2 B - 2 p 02) u. +
y. 1 Yi Yi +1 11-
+
(~1:. B + B + 1:. B ) ui +2 +
2 Yi -1 Yi 2 Yi +1
L
Z.
1 (MBx + ~x) - p (y + v ). "-o 0 1-1
s. +
1
" "
2 z. P
(0 [- MB + L
1 (MB + M )- -2 (y + v ). 1 +x x -~x 0 0 1-
P 03
P (Yo + vO)i + 2 (Yo + vO)i+1] + ~ (~x + ~x)} Si+1 = °
(2.36 )
2 zi P "( 0 [- MB + -L (MB + M ) + -4 (y + v ). 1 +x x -~x 0 0 1-
Pr (y + v ). - 4 (y + v )·+1]} u. 1 +o 0 1 0 0 1 1-
(! C 1+ C - - C ) S. 2 +2 w. 1 w. 2 wi+1 ~-1- 1
(- 6 + 2 52 + fer .2 dA)i_lC C - - (Cw. wi +1 4 T1 A
2
+ fer 2 (CT + fer .2 dA)i+lJ5 (CT a 2 ,dA) i + 2 S. 1~-
A ' A
+ {- 2 C + 10 C - 2 C +w
i
_1 w. wi +11
2 52 (CT + fer. 2 dA).J a· +~ 1
A
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{2 C - 6 C
w. 1 w.1- ~
52
+-4
C }
wi +1
= 0 (2.37)
The subscript i refers to a pivotal point iR. the beam-column. In
matrix notation, this set of simultaneous equations may be written
as:
(2.38)
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where the matrix [C] is a set of the coefficient C.. representing1.J
combinations of the cross-sectional properties (By' CT' Cw' P Yo'
I · 2and cr a dA) and the length of the beam~column under investigation.A·
It will be shown in the next section that in order to eliminate the
displacement terms of the imaginary points, a few coe fficients C..
1.J
will contain restraint parameters. It should be realized that the
cross-sectional properties are themselves functions of the load
parameters. Eigenvalues can be obtained from the condition that the
determinant [C] be zero. The eigenvalue that corresponds to the
smallest combination of the end moments is considered as the one
which causes the lateral-torsional buckling in the beam-column.
2.5 Formulation of Equilibrium Equations at Column Ends
2.5.1 Assumptions
A beam-column in a typical building frame is restrained
at the floor level by the floor slabs, beams, and to certain extent,
the shear stiffeners in the joint. The types of restraints at the
floor joint may be classified into the following groups:
.{l) Lateral restraints which prevent the column joint from
moving laterally.
(2) Twisting restraints which prevent the column Joint from
, twisting.
(3) Bending restraints which prevent the column from bending
about the plane of the web.
(4) Warping restraints which prevent the column section from
warping at the floor level.
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In this investigation, it will be assumed that the lateral
and twisting restraints at the column joint are infinite ly stiff so
that the lateral displacement and the twist are zero:.
uz=O = u = 0 (2.39)z=L
~z=O = ~z=L = 0 (2.40)
It is assumed that the bending and warping restraints can
be represented by elastic springs as shown in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12.
The springcDnstants for the bending restraints are denoted by K
oB
and K
oT (subscripts Band T denote bottom end and top end of the
column, respectively). The spring constants for the warping restraints
are denoted by ~B' ~, ~B' and ~T' The first subscripts U and L
denote the upper and the lower flange respectively. The second
subscripts Band T denote the bottom and the top end of the column,
re spec tive ly.
2.5.2 Weak-Axis Bending Restraints
In Fig. 2.13 is shown the deformed shape of a beam-column
in the x-z plane. The spring at each column end produces a couple
to resist the column from buckling into the configuration as shown.
This spring moment is, in fact, the induced moment MBy or ~y pre-
viously derived in Sect. 2.4.2. Thus the e~uilibrium equations at
the columns ends may be written· as (from Eqs. 2.30 and 2.31):
(- B u") - P (u + Q Y ) + Q MY z=o ~ 0 z=o ~z=O Bx
o (2.41)
(2.42)
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For no lateral displacement and no twisting deformation at
the supports, Eqs. 2.41 and 2.42 reduce to:
- (B u") + K
oB u'Y z=O z=O = o (2.43)
(B U")Y z=L u' z=L = o (2.44)
Expressing the above equations in finite differences, it
can be shown that the lateral displacements of the imaginary points
o and (J + 1) are:
= (2.45 )
[B - K .Q ]
Y(J) oT 2
uJ+1 = - (2.46)0 uJ _1
[B + K
oT 2 ]Y(J)
2.5.3 Warping Restraints
In Fig. 2.14a is shown a column subjected to a pair of
twisting moments at the column ends. Each twisting moment can be
represented by a pair of shear forces acting on the top and bottom
flanges of the column section as illustrated in Fig. 2.14b. The warping
restraints are represented by a pair of moments acting on each column
flange.
Using the sign conventions in Fig. 2.15, the displacement
of the top flange uUB and that of the bottom flange uLB.of the
column at section z = 0 are:
=
= - d QLB J-Iz=O
(2.47)
(2.48)
where dUB is the distance between the shear center and the upper
flange at section z = 0, and dLB is the distance from the shear
center to the lower flange. At the other end of the column
i.e. z = L, the displacements of the flanges are:
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=
=
(2.49)
(2.50)
where dUT and dLT are the respective distances from the shear
center to the upper and the lower flanges.
In Fig. 2.16 are shown the distorted shapes of the upper
and the lower flanges of the beam-column. The moments about the y
axis acting on the flanges at both ends, are in fact the induced
moments due to the restraints provided by the springs, that is,
for the upper flange:
~B = ~B u'UB - ~B dUB (2.51)
K UlUT UT (2.52)
and for the lower flange:
~B = K_ B (- u'LB) =~ d ~'-""L -""L -""LB LB z=O
The bi-moment of a section is the sum of the product
(2.53)
(2.54)
of the flange moment and the distance from the shear center to the
flange. This has been shown in detail in Appendix 3. Mathematically
the expression for bi-moment is:
(2.55)
(2.56 )
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With proper substitution for the values of the flange moments given
by Eqs. 2.51-2.54, the above two equations become:
(2.57)
( 2 d 2)MBT - - ~T dUT + ~T LT
Using the following notations:
(2.58)
(2.59)
Equations 2.57 and 2.58 can be written simply:
M = K S'-~B wB z=o
(2.60)
(2.61 )
= (2.62)
From Ref. 2.3, and using the sign conventions adopted in this
report, the bi-moment of a section is simply:
M = C S" (2.63)B w
Therefore the equilibrium equations for the bi-moments at z = 0
and z L are:
KWB S' z=O' = 0 (2.64 )
(c S") + K S'
w z=L wT z=L
= o (2.65 )
In finite difference expressions, the twists of the
imaginary point 0 and (J + 1) are:
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=
[ OJC - K -
. w(l) wB 2·
[Cw(l) + KWB ! ]
[Cw(J) - KWT fJ
r. + KWT -20,. ]lCw(J)
(2.66)
(2.67)
2.6 Procedures for Determining the Buckling Strength of Beam-Columns
In an inelastic beam-column, the extent of plast~fication
in a section varies along the length of the column. Thus the strong
axis bending rigidity B is no longer constant and analytical
x
solutions for the in-plane behavior of a beam-column are not pos-
sible unless some assumptions are made on the moment-thrust-curvature
1 h . (2.26)re ations ips of the column sect~on. Perhaps, an easier
)
way to obtain the in-plane behavior is to use a numerical method
similar to the one described in Ref. 1.1. For this, general computer
programs have been developed. (1.2)
In order to solve the finite difference equations for
lateral:torsional buckling in beam-columns given by Eqs. 2.36 and
2.37, it is imperative that the various sectional properties and the
pre-buckling in-plane deformation at every pivotal point of a
beam-column are known. The sectional properties are By' CT'
C ,
w
The
y , and f CJ a 2 dA and the pre-buckling deformation 'is v •
o A 0
computer programs documented in Ref. 1.2 have been modified to
include the computations of the sectional properties and the pre-
buckling deformation. A complete documentation of the modified
program has been made in Ref. 2.27. In Fig. 2.17 is shown a
in a column
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simplified flow-chart for the modified program. Essentially there are
six stages of computations. In stage (1), the user must supply all
the information listed in the flow-chart. This information consists
of the dimensions of the cross-section b, t,d and w, the mechanical
properties of steel cr and E, the magnitude of the residual stress
. . crrc h . 1 Y1 d . Phd . M.rx thrat~o ---, t e ax~a oa rat~o p-, teen moment rat~o ML' e
cry y' -Bx
slenderness ratio ; , the curvature increment ~ (: ) the increment
x pc
for the initial slope ~T , the initial maximum slope T
o - 0 max
deflection curve (CDC), and lastly the control number JTAN which will
instruct the computer to do the subsequent calculations based on either
the tangent modulus or the reduced modulus concept. Once the computer
has the above information, it will proceed to stage (2) whereby the
moment-curvature M-0 relationships and the corresponding sectional
properties B , CT' C , Y and fa a2 dA are computed for every ~y w 0 'A vo pc
value. When all the ~ values have been executed, data of the sec-
_pc .
.tiona1 properties will be printed and punched on cards (stage (3)).
As pointed out in Ref. 1.1, the essential parameter for constructing a
CDC is a complete set of the M-0 relationships. The M-0 relationships
developed in stage (2) will be used to generate CDC's. To perform this,
the computer picks a To value and then generates a quarter wave length of
a CDC (Stage (4)). Once this quarter wave has been generated, and with
M
known values of; and ~, the ~omputer interprets from the CDC, the
x --Bx
moment-rotation relationships of the beam-column under investigation. This
computation is performed in stage (5). In addition, the computer interprets
the pre-buckling deformation v and the bending moment M. at every pivotal
o. ~
. ~
point of the beam-column which has been arbitrarily cut into 20 equal seg-
ments. Figure 2.18 is provided to demonstrate how the interpretation from
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a CDC of the M-e relationships, the pre-buckling in-plane defonnation
M.. The whole cycle of computations in stages
1
v and the bending moment M. are performed.
o. 1
1
the computer in Stage (6) prints and punches
Having done the above,
data of M-e, v ,and
o.
1
(4), (5) and (6)
is repeated until the last initial slope value T is executed.
o·
max
The detailed procedures for obtaining the M-p-0 relationships and
subsequently a quarter wave length of a CDC have been given in Ref.
1.2. Sample outputs will be given in Sec"ts. 3.1 and 4.1.
The punched data from the previous program is then fed
into a second program, a general flow-chart of which is given in
Fig. 2.19. This second program computes by iteration the value of
the critical moment M A detailed documentation for this program
cr
is also made in Ref. 2.27. The reason for breaking the whole com-
putation into two separate parts is the limitation of the field
capacity of the CDC6400 computer being used for this investigation.
The various stages of computations in Program 2 are briefly
discussed below. In addition to the punched data from Program 1,
the following information is required.
(1) Slenderness ~ , radius of gyration r
x
' and number
x
of segment SEG.
(2) Initial end rotation of column e., and the end ro-
1
tation increment 6e.
(3) Number of cycle of computations to determine M
.cr
(4) Number of sets of M-p-0 or the sectional properties NEND,
number of sets of M-e relationships NOSET, number of pivotal
points PT, and size of coefficient matrix MATR.
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(5) AISC identification for the column under investigation
ISEC, LBS.
(6)
(7 )
(8)
End moment ratio MRATIO.
Bending and warping restraints at column ends.
The values pip , p , M ,M ,and CT.y Y Y pc
The controlling parameter in this program is the end
rotation. Almost all computations begin with 8. = O. The rotation
1
increment ~e in each case is chosen such that the corresponding moment
increment is about 0.1-1.0 percent of the reduced plastic moment
Since every beam-column has been assumed to be cut intoM •pc
20 segments, the size of the coefficient matrix is 38 x 38. The
number of cycles of computations to reach M varies from about 50
cr
to 200, depending largely on the values of e and ~e. In reality, it
is impossible to obtain zero value for the determinant of the co-
efficient matrix [C]. A procedure has been adopted in the program
whereby a critical moment is assumed if there is no appreciable
difference (within 0.1%) between two moment values, one of which
exhibits a positive determinant and the other a negative determinant.
The average of these two moment values is then taken as the critical
moment M
cr
2.7 Summary
This chapter has examined the phenomenon of lateral-torsional
buckling in an inelastic W beam-column. The governing differential
equations for lateral-torsional buckling based on either the tangent
modulus or the reduced modulus concept of unloading of the yielded
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portions of the column sections have been formulated. The concept
of representing the warping and weak-axis bending restraints at the
column ends by elastic springs has been advanced. Based on the spring
models, equilibrium equations at the column ends have been established.
Much of the equations presented herein are new. These
equations take into account the variation of flexural and torsional
stiffnesses along the length of the member. They form the basis for
the solutions to be presented in the next two chapters.
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3. TANGENT MODULUS SOLUTIONS FOR INELASTIC LATERAL-TORSIONAL
BUCKLING IN BEAM-COLUMNS
In this chapter are presented the results of either pinned-
end or restrained beam-columns based on the tangent modulus concept
as discussed in Section 2 0 2.
3.1 Cross-Sectional Properties
It is first necessary to study the various types of yield
'patterns for an as-rolled Wsection under constant axial load and
subjected to a monotonically increasing strong-axis bending moment.
Depending mainly on the magnitude of the axial load ratio pIp , it
Y
has been shown in Ref. 3.1 that five yield patterns are very likely
to occur as illustrated inFig .. 3.1:
(1) Whole section remains elastic (Fig. 3.la)
(2) Compression flange is partially yielded. The tension
flange and the web remain elastic (Fig. 3.lb)
(3) The compression flange, the tension zones of the
web, and the tension flange are all partially
yielded (Fig. 3.lc)
(4) The whole compression flange and part of the compression
zones of the web are yielded.•(Fig. 3.ld)
(5) The compression 'and tension flanges are fully yielded.
In addition, yielding occurs in the compression
zones and in the tension zones of the web (Fig. 3.le)
3.1.1 Weak-Axis Bending Rigidity, By
The weak-axis bending rigidity B is the stiffness of they
unyielded portion of the cross-section. It is equal to the elastic
modulus E times the-moment of inertia of the unyielded portion about
the y axis.
(3.1)
are:
The equations for B for the five cases of yieldingy
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Yield Pattern
Fig. 3.l(a)
Fig. 3.l(b)
Fig. 3.1 (c)
B
J..
E I
Y
Fig. 3.l(d)
Fig. 3.l(e)
1
2 E IY
o
I
In the above tabulation, a and * are the ratios of the yielded length
-as defined in Fig. 3.1.. For a section cut into a large number of
small elements as discussed in Section 2.6, the weak-axis bending
rigidity may be computed as:
By = E ~(IYi + Ai Yi2) a oi
i
(3.1)
where I . is the moment of inertia about y axis of finite element i,
y~.
A. the area and y. the y ordinate of the element. The term a . equals
~ ~ o~
to unity if the stress cr. in the element is less than cr , otherwise
~ y
it is zero. The stress cr. is the combined stress due to the axial
~
loading, residual stresses and the strong-axis end moments.
3.1.2 St. Venant Constant CT
Based on some experimental evidence and a theoretical study,
Neal has suggested that the St. Venant torsional constant CT of a
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column section is unaffected, to the first order, by yielding under
d (2.21)irect bending stresses. Although Massey has produced contrary
evidence to the effect that CT is significantly reduced by yielding
under direct stresses, the limited number of experimental results
and the errors in his assumptions could well contribute to the dif-
(3.2)ferences that he observed. Recent investigators have followed
l' . (1.7,1.8,1.9,2.25)Nea s assumpt10ns. It is therefore also assumed
in this investigation that CT is unaffect~d by yielding:
= GI<.r
3.1.3 Warping Rigidity C
w
(3.2)
The warping rigidity C is the resistance of the section
. w
to cross bending. It is equal to the elastic modulus E times the
warping moment of inertia of the elastic core. For the five yield
patterns, the equations for C
w
'-Yield Pattern
Fig. 3.l(a)
(2.4,3.1)
are: '
E I
w
C
w
. Fig. 3.1 (b)
Fig. 3.l(c)
Fig. 3.1 (d)
[
. 2 J.• 1 E I
1 + (1-2 a)3 w
o
3.1.4 Shear Center Distance, y
, 0
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As shown in Fig. 2.4, the shear center distance y is
o
measured from the original centroid to the shear center of the elastic
core of the yielded section.
Yield Pattern
Fig. 3.1(a)
The equations for yare:
o
o
Fig. 3.1(b) (1-2 0')3 3 ] (d-t)
1 + (1-20')
Fig. 3.l(c)
Fig. 3.1(d)
Fig. 3.2(e)
[
3 ]' ! _ (1-20') (d-t)
2 1 + (1_2O')3_8~3
(d-t)
2
The yielded portion of the web has been neglected in establishing the
relationship for yield pattern (c).
3.1.5 Determination of the coefficient,Jr cr a2 dA
A
Since the M-p-0 relationships for a column section are obtained
in this investigation by a numerical procedure which involves the dissection
of the whole section into 420 elements, the coefficient] cr a2 dA is best
. - A
obtained-by numerical summation of the contributions of 'individual
elements. In numerical notation
=
420
~
1:::1
dA.
1.
(3.3)
As explained earlier, the stress cr. in every finite element is the
1.
combined stress due to axial loading, residual stresses, and end
be nd ing moments.
'\
The distance a. is simply:
1.
= +
2(y. - y .)
~ o~
(3.4 )
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Analytical expressions for the coefficient f (J a2 dA
have been derived in Ref. 3.1 for the different yieldA patterns.
In all cases the expressions are very lengthy.
3.1.6 Graphical Representation of the Sectional Properties
In Figs. 3.2 - 3.5 are shown for pip = 0.2, 0.4, andy
0.6 the results of the sectional properties of an 8\f3l shape as
M
variations of the non-dimensionalized term M:.
y
in these figures are the corresponding curves of
Also plotted
(3.1)Fukumoto.
The slight differences between the results of the present inves-
tigation and those of Fukumoto are due to the following three reasons:
1. The elastic modulus E used in this investigation is
29,600 ksi, (1.13) whereas E was taken as 30,000 ksi
by Fukumoto.
2. The yield stress cr is assumed to be 36 ksi (fory
A36 steel) as opposed to cr = 33 ksi used by Fukumotoy
(apparently for A7 steel).
"- 3. The computer accuracy and the number of small elements
into which a section is arbitrarily cut. It is believed
that Fukumoto adopted less number of elements for a
section because of the smaller computer he used in
his computations.
The value of G used in this investigation is taken as
11,500 ksi. The sectional properties for other structural shapes
have also been obtained, but are not presented here for the reason
that the intent of this section is to show typical curveS as com-
pared with solutions previously published.
3.2 Lateral-Torsional Buckling Strength of Pinned-end Beam-Columns
The equilibrium equations for the column ends have been
derived in Sects. 2.5.2 and 2.5.3. The pertinent equations are:
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-(B u") + K u' = 0 (2.43 )y z=,O oB z=O
(B u") + K
oT u' = a (2.44)Y z=L z=L
(C ~")z=O K ~' z=,O = a (2.64 )w wB
(Cw ~")Z=L + KWT ~'z=L = a (2.65 )
In finite differences, the imaginary points or stations are:
Uo =
[ By (1) - KoB t ] u2
By(l) + KoB '2
. uJ +l =
-[ By(J) - KOT t] u
J
_
l
By(J) + KOT '2
6 ][ CW(l) - K -So = wB 2 ~2
CW(l) +K
.§.
wB 2
(2.45 )
(2.46)
(2.66 )
= (2.67)
If the restraining springs are removed from both ends of
the beam-column, the end sections are then free to warp and bend
about the weak-axis. The condition of no restraining springs at
the column end is identical to the condition of column ends having
restraining springs of zero stiffnesses, that is,
= K
oT = KwB = = a
..,
(3.5)
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The equilibrium equations (Eqs. 2.43,2.44, 2.64 and 2.65) at the ends
become:
utI = utI = 0" = Oil
z=O z=L fJ z=O fJ z=L
\J Ii
= o (3.6)
The four finite difference equations reduce to:
(3.7)
So =
The above equations are identical to those used in Refs. 1.6, 1.7,
1.8 and 1.9 for pinned-end beam-columns. A pinned-end beam-column
therefore represents the simplest case of a restrained beam-column.
It was stated in earlier chapters that the available solutions
for pinned-end beam-columns have not been accurate because of the simplifying
assumptions made by different investigators. The results to be
presented 'in this section are thus aimed at:
(1) providing a means to check the computational procedures
developed for this investigation.
(2) finding the difference in resu·rts by comparing the
present solutions with the existing one~ and
(3) demonstrating the versatility of the general compu-
tational procedures presented herein.
3.2.1 Comparisons with Galambos' Solutions
It was mentioned in Sect. 2.3 that Galambos' method of
determining the buckling strength of a beam-column was based on the
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(1. 6) h
concept of uniform stiffnesses for the ~eam-column. T us an
upper bound and a lower bound solution can be established using
his method. In Fig. 3.6 are shown Galambos' upper and lower bound
curves, and the solution of this investigation. These curves were
computed for pinned-end beam-columns of 8W3l shape, subjected to a
Those plotted33 ksi.
in Fig. 3.6 have been adjusted to cry
. f (3.1)correct~on actor:
constant axial load of pIp = 0.4, and equal but opposite end moments •
.y
The original curves of Galambos are for cry
= 36 ksi by using the following
= (;)" Jf.3
= 33 x y
(3.8)
As it should be, the 'exact' solution lies somewhere between the upper
and lower bound curves. Thus the method of solution reported herein
appears valid. It should be pointed out that all three buckling
curves in Fig. 3.6 were obtained by neglecting the term v in the
o
differential equations. This is the only means whereby the solution
of the current investigation can be effectively checked with Galambos'
solutions which also neglect the pre-buckling deformation term v •
o
3.2.2 . Comparisons with Fukumoto's Solutions
Fukumoto presented solutions for pinned-end beam-columns
subjected to an axial load and one end bendi~g moment. (3.1)
in Fig. 3.7.
vs.The MIMpc
is replotted= 0.4 from Ref. 3.1for· 8W31 shape with pipy
The original curve has been adjusted for cr = 36 ksiy
curveL/r .
x
by the use of Eq. 3.8. Also plotted in Fig. 3.7 is the solution of
the pr~sent investigation. The pre-buckling deformation term v
o
has been neglected in the differential equations for both curves.
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There is a large difference in the solutions. Fukumoto's
results show that for the range of L/r at which lateral-torsional
x
buckling can occur, the critical moment for the initiation of lateral-
torsional buckling is higher than that obtained in the current inves-
tigation. It is believed that Fukumoto errs in his computation. His
solution was obtained by interpolation from a few M/M values each ofy
a sizable difference in magnitude from the other. It has been mentioned
in Sect. 2.6 that the present investigation uses end rotation as the
controlling parameter. The computation begins with zero end rotation,
that is, the initial end moment is equal to zero. The rotation increment
is chosen such that the increment in the end moment ratio M/M ispc
never greater than 0.005.
A small moment increment is essential for accurate results
since it has been found from theqretical studies and tests on curved
members that various lateral-torsional buckling modes can occur at loads
very close to one another. (3.3-3.5) In order to see if the same obser-
vation is true for initially straight members from the analytical
standpoint, computer program No. 2 has been modified to output M/Mpc
values corresponding to the different buckling modes. The results
are presented in Table 3.1 for L/r = 30, 50, and 80. It can be seen
x
that different buckling modes do, in fact, occur at loads close to
each other. Also listed below the table are the corresponding M/Mpc
values obtained by Fukumoto. Except for L/r = 80, Fukumoto's solutions
. x
are for modes higher than the first mode. As an example, the solution
for L/r ~ 30 corresponds to mode 9.
x
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3.2.3 Effect of Pre-Buckling Deformation
The effect of neglecting the pre-buckling deformation
term v in the differential equations has been found significant for
o
annealed beam-columns. (1.9) In order to study what might be the
effect for as-rolled beam-columns, two cases are considered; beam-
columns subjected to two equal but opposite end moments, and beam-
columns subjected to one end moment. Members of 8W3l shape with
axial load ratio p/p = 0.4 are considered. The results of thisy
study are presented in Fig. 3.8. In both cases, the effect of neg-
lecting the pre-buckling deformation term v in the differential
o
equations does not result in any noticeable change in the critical
moment ratio M/M for slenderness ratio L/r ~O. The slendernesspc x
ratio L/r around 40 is common for practical building columns. For
x
larger L/r , the effect becomes significant. As an example, for
x
L/r = 80, the discrepancy in neglecting the term v is about
x 0
39 percent on the unconservative side for the beam-column under two
equal end moments•.Mirandaand Ojalvo reported a value of 37.3 per-
cent for a beam-column of identical shape and slenderness ratio, but
f f '"d I . (1. 9) Th h 1 f .ree 0 res~ ua stresses. us t e resu ts 0 present ~nves-
tigation and those of Miranda and Ojalvo indicate that the effect of
pre-buckling deformations can be significant for long W beam-columns,
with or without the presence of residual stresses.
3.2.4 Effect of Residual Stresses
In Fig. 3.9 are shown the buckling solutions for beam-
columns either with or without the presence of residual. stresses. Both
curves are computed for the 8W3l shape with axial load ratio Pip = 0.4.
y
The pre-buckling deformation term v is included in both analyses.
o
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Also plotted is the in-plane strength curves for as-rolled 8W31 beam-
columns.
There is a large difference in the solutions. The buckling
curve of Miranda and Ojalvo for no residual stresses permits a
critical moment some 20 percent higher than that based on the current
investigation for beam-columns of L/r = 20. This percentage increases
. x
to about 78 for L/r = 70.
x
Between the slenderness ratios of ~5
and 74.. the buckling strength for beam-columns without residual
stresses is higher than the in-plane strength for beam-columns with
residual stresses. In practice, all commercially rolled Wshapes
have residual stresses although the pattern may not be
exactly identical to that used in the present study (see Fig. 2.2).
It has been demonstrated that the residual stress pattern shown in
Fig. 2.£ is a good approximation of the actual pattern in most of the
commercially rolled shapes. (3.6) Thus the results in Fig. 3.9 reflect
the inaccuracy that might incur in predicting the critical moment
if the columns of Wshape are assumed to have no residual stresses.
'.. Figure 3.10 shows the composite results of the various
It can beinvestigations. All curves are plotted for cr = 36 ksi.y
seen that the solution of the present study follows closely Galambos'
lower bound curve. These two curves would not be close to one another
for large L/r values had Galambos' lower bound solution included the·
x
pre-buckling deforma'tion term v •
o
3.2.5 Effect of Variation in Yield Stress Level
It has been stated in Ref. 3.7 that the residual stress
level does not change appreciably with an increase in the yield stress.
The maximum compressive stress cr .in the tip of the flanges forA36
rc
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steel has been assumed to be 0.3 o. Thus for A44l steel member, with
. y
a yield stress level of 50 ksi, the magnitude of a is around 0.2 a .
rc y
In Fig. 3.11 are shown th~ in-plane strength curveS and
the lateral-torsional buckling curves for A36 and A44l members of
8W3l shape with a pip ratio' of 0.4. The lateral-torsional bucklingy
strength for the two types of members is almost identical for slender-
ness ratio L/r less than 60 even though the in-plane strength for
x
A44l steel is, for the range of L/r , less than that for A36 steel.
x
This can be explained by the fact that the reduction in bending and
torsional rigidities is less severe for beam-columns with smaller
a 10 ratio. For slenderness ratio L/r greater than 60, lateral-
rc y x
torsional buckling will occur earlier for A44l than A36 steel members.
This is because the different residual stress ratios do not appreciably
influence the elastic buckling of the beam-columns. Similar types
of results are presented in Ref. 1.8 for steel members of a = 33,y
50 and 100 ksi. However, the analysis in this case is based on Galambos'
upper bound approach.
3.2.6 Typical Solutions for Beam-Columns Subjected to Different
End Moment Ratios
This section presents the solutions for beam-columns sub-
jected to four different end-moment ratios: -1, -0.5, 0, and 1. The
computer programs developed for this. study can handle beam-columns
subjected to an end-moment ratio between -1 and 1 inclusive. The
-
results presented herein are intended to demonstrate the versatility
of .the computer programs.
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Beam-columns of the 8Vf3l shape were chosen for this study.
The res~lts are shown in Fig. 3.12. It can be seen that for small
L/r , the curves bunch together. As L/r increases, these curves
x x
diverge before converging at L/r = 82.5 which corresponds to the
x
weak-axis lateral buckling length if the beam-column. In no case does
the beam-column reach its in-plane strength M as demonstrated in
max
Fig. 3.13.
3.2.7 Effect of DT Variation
The parameter DT is a non-dimensional ratio expressed as
follows: (1. 8)
= (3.9)
It has been stated in Ref. 1.8 that for constant values of L/r andy
pip and the same material, the critical moment in both the elasticy
and inelastic range is primarily proportional to the parameter DT•
No reduction in strength due to inelastic lateral-torsional buckling
needs to be considered for beam-columns with L/r ~ 60 and D ~ 1500.y
This conclusion has been based on Galambos' upper bound approach.
In Fig. 3.14 is shown a non-dimensionalized M 1M vs.
cr max
DT plot for beam-columns L/ry = 60 and pip = 0.4.y All beam-columns
considered herein are column sections listed in the AISC Manual. (3.8)
It can be seen that the critical moment is approximately proportional
to DT• But the DT value above which no lateral-torsional buckling can
occur is 2400 instead of DT = 1500 given in Ref. 1.8. Members of l4W43
shape represent the weakest in torsion among the rectangular shapes listed in
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(3.8)
.the AISC Ma nua 1. . The reduction ·in M for this case
cr
is not much more than that for square columns (8W3l) even though the
DT for the 8W3l shape is about twice that for the l4W43 shape.
3.2.8 Comparison with CRC Interaction Formula
It has been stated in Sect. 1.1 that an empirical formula
originally introduced by Hill and Clark for laterally unbraced column
has been adopted by the AISC and the CRC as a possible design guide.
This formula, commonly known as the CRC Interaction Formula is:(1.3)
P C M [ 1 ]+ m cr S; 1 (3.10)P M P0 0 1- -Pe
In the above equation P is the applied axial load and M the
cr'
critical moment, is the larger of the two end moments. The quantity
M is the maximum bending moment which the column can sustain if
o
no axial force is present. It is dependent on the column slenderness
ratio L/r and its relationship is given in Ref. 1.3. The maximumy
axial load P which the column can support if no bending moment is
o
. (1 3)present can be calculated from •
P ==
o
(3.11)
where K is the effective length factor.
(3.12)2
L
=P
e
The quantity P in Eq. 3.10 is the elastic buckling load
e
in the plane of bending and is equal to
2
n EI
x
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The end moment ratio factor C is given by
m
C
m
= 0.6 - 0.4 q f 0.4 (3.13) ..
where q is the ratio of the smaller end moment to the larger end
moment and lies ben~een -1 and +1. As an example, if a beam-column
is bent {nto single curvature by equal but opposite end moments, the
value of q is -1.
The comparison of the various intE.raction curveS is made in
Fig. 3.15. The use of the CRC Interaction formula can err on the
unconservative side in predicting the value of M for beam-columns
cr
of L/ r ~ 60 which includes the range of practical column lengths.
. x
Thus if the limit of usefulness of an unbraced beam-column were
defined by its buckling strength, the CRC interaction formu1a'wou1d
have to be modified to offset the difference as shown in Fig. 3.15.
3.3 Lateral-Torsional Buckling Strength of Restrained Beam-Columns
If the bending and warping restraining springs at the column
ends are infinitely stiff, the beam-column would behave like a fixed-
end beam-column. This will be shown to be true in the manipulation
,
of the equilibrium equations for the column ends .given below.
In Eqs. 2.45, 2.46, 2.66, and 2.6Z, if the spring stiffnesses
~re infinitely large, that is,
= =
=
K
wB = =
l
==
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(3.14 )
The above equations are simply the conditions for a fixed end beam-
column.
For an elastic beam subjected to pure bending, the relation-
ship be tween the end mome nt M and the end rota tion e is:
M. 2.EI= L e
where I is the moment of inertia. The .2EI .quant~ty ~ ~s a stiffness
parameter. It may be used as a means to express the degree of
restraints at the column ends. Two new notations are thus intro-
duced:
2EI
Ab =
--X.
L
2EI
.~ w= L
=
=
2B
--Y..
L
2C
w
L
(3.15 )
(3.16)
3.3.1 Effect of Warping Restraints
For the purpose of studying the influence of warping
restraints alone on the lateral-torsional buckling strength of beam-
columns, it is arbitrarily assumed that there are no bending restraints
at the column ends. In Fig. 3.16 are shown the lateral-torsional
buckling strength curves for beam-columns of 8W3l shape with warping
restraint parameters KWB and KWT equal to 0, AW' SAW' 10Aw' and 00
respectively. It can be seen that in general, the buckling strength
is improved by increasing restraining stiffness. However, the increase
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in buckling strength is small even for the case of infinite stiffness.
At L/r = 82.5, the beam-column buckles laterally about the weak-axis.x .
The presence of warping restraints has no effect on this form of
instability.
3.3.2 Effect of Weak-Axis Bending Restraints
To study the effect of weak-axis bending restraints, the
warping restraints at the column ends have been assumed zero. In
Fig. 3.17 are shown the buckling curves for beam-columns of ~3l
shape with bending restraints K
oB and KoT equal to G, Ab , 5Ab ,
The axial load ratio pIp in this study is takeny
as 0,.4. Unlike the previous case in which only warping restraints
are considered, the improvement in the buckling strength becomes
very significant with increasing slenderness ratio L/r. For L/r
x x
:s: 20'" the increase in M due to the presence of bending restraints
cr
is almost negligible. It can also be seen that for large L/r ,
x
the buckling sitrength approaches very rapidly with increasing stiff-
nesses to that: of a fully restrained beam-column. This is demonstrated
by the closeness of the curve for K
oB = KoT = 5Ab and that for
K
oB = KoT = en.
The buckling curve for K
oB = KoT = 00 terminates atL/rx =
142.2 which corresponds to the critical slenderness ratio for strong
axis buckling in a pinned-end beam-column. It should be realized
that all beam.-co1umns under inve stigation are assumed pinned
itt the plane oJf bending. The critical slenderness ratio for weak-
axis buckling :is greater than 142.2 for columns with high bending
restraints. A'S an example, for a column with K
oB = KoT = 00,
the critical L/r for weak-axis buckling is 165.0. Thus in this case,
x
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the buckling strength of the column is governed by strong-axis
buckling instead of weak-axis buckling.
3.3.3 Combined Effect of Weak-Axis Bending and Warping Restraints
In Fig. 3.18 are shown typical buckling curves for 8W3l
beam-columns with different combinations of restraints. The shapes
of these curves are similar to those in Fig. 3~17. It can be stated,
in general, that the increase in the M is significant for beam-
cr
columns of large L/r values. For very long columns, it may be
x
possible for an unbraced ,beam-column to reach its in-plane strength
if it is fully restrained at both ends.
Figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 show the lateral-torsional
buckling strength curves for beam-columns of different end moment
ratios or of different DT values. There are four buckling strength
curveS and an in-plane strength curve in each figure. The four
buckling strength curves represent the following end conditions respectively:
(1) no restraints,
(2) only full warping restraints present,
(3) only full weak-axis bending restraints present, and
(4) full warping and bending restraints present at both
column-ends.
In all cases it is seen that weak-axis bending restraints
are the major cause for increase in M for long columns. For short
cr
columns, warping restraints are the influencing factor.
To study the effect of different DT values on the lateral-
torsional buckling strength of unbraced restrained beam-columns,
the buckling curves in Figs. 3.19 and 3.22 are replotted in Fig. 3.23
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as M 1M vs. L/r. The quantity M is the in-plane strength of
max x max
a beam-column. It can be seen that the beam-column with higher DT
value exhibits higher M 1M for a given L/r , be it pinned-
max x
end or fully. restrained.
·3.3.4 Comparisons with Test Results
It is almost impossible to test beam-columns that are free
to warp and bend about the weak-axis. The series of tests performed
in Belgium actually had warping fully restrained although the beam-
1 f b d b h k . (1.11) h h .co umns were ree to en a out t e wea -ax~s. T e em~-
spherical seatings at the top and bottom ends of the column also
permitted the column to twist at the column ends. Yet previous
investigators have erroneously used the test results reported in
Ref. 1.11 to compare with their theoretical predictions which are
based on pinned-end conditions, that is, column ends are free to
warp and bend about the weak-axis, but are not permitted to twist or
displace 1atera11y.(1~6,3.1)
In Ref. 1.10 test results were reported for three unbraced
beam-columns and one unbraced restrained beam-column. The end con-
ditions for these beam-columns were reported as follows:
"------the beam-column ends were essentially fixed
about their weak-axis and pinned about their strong
axis. Warping of the end section was fully re-
strained by end p1ates------."
The ~est results are reproduced in Figs. 3.24-3.27. In
Ref. 1.10, upper and lower bound solutions based on Galambos' analysis
were given and they are also replotted in Figs. 3.24-3.27. In these
figures are also shown the in-plane strength curves and the solutions
developed in the present study. The present solutions are computed
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based on the actual sectio~al' and mechanical properties of the beam-
columns. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the
reported buckling moments and the present theoretical predictions.
Shown in Fig. 3.28 is the test result of T-3l beam-column
reported in Ref. 3.6. This beam-column was subjected to one end-
moment. The end fixtures' permitted to column ends to bend freely
about the strong and weak-axes, but warping was fully restrained.
The predicted buckling moment is also shown in the figure. It is
slightly below the value from which the experimental curve starts
to deviate away from the in-plane moment-rotation curve. It will be
shown later in Chapter 6 that a beam-column essentially exhibits
in-plane response immediately after lateral-torsional buckling before
it':startsto unload. Based on this phenomenon, it is concluded
here that there is good agreement between the test result and the
theoretical prediction on the initiation of inelastic lateral-torsional
buckling in "T-3l" beam-column.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the tangent modulus solutions
for inelastic lateral-torsional buckling in either pinned-end or re-
strained beam-columns under a variety of loading conditions. These
results are new and are compared favorably with existing but
inaccurate solutions for pinned-end beam-columns.
It is found that the CRC interaction formula (Eq. 3.10) errs
on the unconservative side in predicting the buckling strength for
beam-columns of L/r ~ 60. The presence of warping restraints
x
slightly improves the buckling strength of pinned-end beam-columns.
Although weak-axis bending restraints do not have significant effect
on the buckling strength of short columns, they do become significant
as column length becomes larger.
The solutions developed in this analysis are found to be in
excellent correlation with the test results of restrained W beam-
columns
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4. REDUCED MODULUS SOLUTIONS FOR INELASTIC
LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING IN BEAM-COLUMNS
The purpose of this chapter is to present solutions of in-
elastic lateral-torsional buckling in unbraced beam-columns based on
the reduced modulus concept. These solutions are, therefore, the
upper bound solutions.
4.1 Cross-Sectional Properties:
4.1.1 Assumption:
It has been stated in Sect. 2.3 that to date, there has
not been any research work done on the reduced modulus solutions for
lateral-torsional buckling. This is attributed to the fact that the
science of lateral-torsional bu~kling is too complex to understand.
A good knowledge of the interaction between the weak axis bending
moment M and the twisting moment M , and their combined influencey z
on the unloading of the yielded fibres of the cross-section is essential
for the development of a method to calculate the various sectional
properties. Since such a knowledge is still lacking, it is assumed
herein that M is more predominant than M. This assumption implies thaty z
the beam~column buckles laterally first, and ..•is then followed by twisting
a~though the two actions may occur almost simultaneously. This is quite
a fair assumption since tests performed on unbraced columns have shown
that in almost all cases, columns exhibited lateral deformations long
before tw.ists occu.:::-cd. (1.10,4.1)
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The fundamentals of the buckling phenomenon have been previously
discussed in Sect. 2.2. It has been stated that at buckling or bi-
furcation, a beam-column having been given a slight excitation con-
tinues to deform from its original configuration without any increase
in the applied load and end moments. Thus in considering the sectional
properties by taking into account the unloading effect of the yielded
fibres, the following two conditions must be satisfied:
oP =
=
o
o ) (4.1)
These two imposed conditions mean that there should be no
increase in the axial load and the strong axis bending moment when
the yielded fibres of the section unload. It has been assumed that
. lateral buckling occurs first before torsional buckling. Thus the
resultant "elastic!' cores of the' yielded section for the five pre-
valent yield patterns are as shown on the right-hand side of Fig.
4.1. On the Ie ft are the corre spond ing yie ld
4.1.2 Weak-Axis Bending Rigidity
patterns from Fig. 3.1.
i
Mathematically it is possible to write analytical expres-
sions for the bending rigidity B. of the yielded sections. However,y
since the computations in this .investiga tion have been compute rized,
it is easier to find B by the use of Eq. 3.2 written as follows:y
C
20
B = 1 E E (I + A. y.2) ex + I ] (3.2)y 2" i Yi ~ ~ °i Y
The summation is taken over 420 elements into which a section is assumed
arbitrarily ·cut.. All the terms in the above equation are as defined
in Se ct. 3.1. L
, .
Shown in Fig. 4.2
0.4 and 0.6 of 8W31 shape.
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M
are the --M vs. B curves for pip = 0.2,
y Y Y
There is no difference between the tangent
modulus values and those of reduced modulus when the section is elastic.
However, as soon as yielding commences the 10ss in stiffness B isy
smaller if the computations are based on the reduced modulus concept.
At complete p1astification of the section, the reduced modulus method
still gives half the elastic value whereas by the tangent modulus method,
the stiffness is zero.
4.1.3 Warping Rigidity C
w
The warping rigidity of the yielded section based on re-
duced modulus concept i"s determined by a numerical procedure as pre-
sented in Ref. 2.4. It is assumed in the computations that shear
force can flow through the yielded zones although these zones do not
in any way offer resistance to-warping. Computer programs have been
written to compute C for any yield pattern. These programs are docu-
w -'
mented in Re f 2.27.
C
Figure 4.3 shows the MM vs. w curves for
"_ y C1
and 0.6 of 8W31 shape. The reduced modulus value of
pip = 0.2, 0.4,y
Cw/Gr is higher
for a given M/M value. At full p1astification the section stilly
has some warping resistance if unloading of the yielded portions is
taken into consideration.
4.1.4 Shear Center Distance y
o
In Fig. 4.4 are shown typical M/M vs. y Id curves based ony 0
both the tangent and reduced modulus concepts. Again 8W31 shape
is considered. The shear center distance Yo based on the reduced modulus
concept does not move as far away from the original centroid as the
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corresponding tangent modulus value. The actual shear center distance x
o
is not always zero. In fact, for yield pattern (b), (c), and (d),
the shear center distance ~ is never zero.
o
However, for the
reasonS discussed in Sect. 2.4.2, this investigation neglects the x
o
term in the buckling equations.
4.1.5 Determination' of the Coefficient f'a a2 dA
A
It has been stated in Sect. 3.1.5 that the coefficient
2
a dA is best obtained by numerical summation of the contribu-
tion of individual elements. Equation 3.3 is used for this purpose,
and it is rewritten as follows :
2
a a dA
420
= L:
i=l
2
a. a. dA.
1. 1. 1.
(3.3)
/
The term a. is now equal to
1.
(4.2)
The above equation is different from Eq. 3.4 in that there is an
additional term x in' Eq • .4. 2 • In the tangent modulus concept the
°i
elastic core of the yielded section is symmetrical about the y axis,
thus the shear center is always located in the y axis. The term x
, O.
1.
is equal to zero. In the reduced modulus concept, t~e values of x ,
°i
and yare easily obtained from the general computer program for the
. .oi
determination of C •
w
This is due
In Fig. 4.5 are shown the non-dimensionalized curves of
r'A a a 2 dAJ~ For three selected P/Pvalues, the
yM/M vs. 1-Y CT
reduced modulus curves never exhibit negative values.
to the fact that the quantity Jr
A
the smaller a. value.
1.
2
cr a dA I CT is ·smaller because of
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4.2 Lateral-Torsional Buckling Strength of Pinned-End Beam-Columns
To study the lateral-torsional buckling strength of pinned-
end beam-columns based on the reduced modulus concept, beam-columns of
~3l and l4Wl42 shapes are selected so that they may be readily compared
with the available tangent modulus solutions given in Chapter 3. The
axial load ratio pip is taken as 0.4. Five types of beam-columns arey
considered, the results of which are given in Figs. 4.6-4.10. In all
instances, the inelastic lateral-torsional buckling strength of a beam-
column based on the reduced modulus concept is higher than that based
on the tangent modulus concept. As a matter of fact, the reduced
!modulus results show the possibility of a beam-column of L/r ~ 40
x
reaching its full in-plane strength before lateral-torsional buckling
can occur. Since the pip ratio for the case study is 0.4, longy
beam-columns have the same buckling strength because they are elastic
The sectional properties are identical irrespective of the concept
used to co~pute them.
Shown in Fig. ~.ll are the reduced modulus buckling strength
curves for 8W3l beam-columns plotted as variations of M/M with L/r .
max x
These curves demonstrate a remarkable improvement in buckling strength
over the tangent modulus cu~ves as shown in Fig. 3.13.
To study the effect of DT on the reduced modulus buckling solu-
tions, the solutions of the &f3l and 14W142 are compared in Fig. 4.12.
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It can be seen that both the reduced and tangent modulus curveS for
beam-columns of higher DT (14W142 shape) give higher critical moments.
For a 8131 beam-column with DT = 925, the reduced modulus concept
permits the beam-column to be loaded to its in-plane strength if its
slenderness ratio L/r is less than 43. For a beam-column of l4W142
x
shape, the cut-off point at which the lateral-torsional buckling curve
intersects the in-plane strength curve moves from L/r = 22 for the
x
tangent modulus solution to L/r = 57 for the reduced modulus
x
solution.
4.3 Lateral-Torsional Buckling Strength of Restrained Beam-Columns
4.3.1 Effect of Warping Restraints
The effect of warping restraints on the lateral-torsional
buckling strength i.s examplified by 8W3l beam-columns with the axial
load ratio pIp = 0.4. The tangent modulus solutions have previously
y
been obtained in Sect. 3.3.1. Plotted in Fig. 4.13 are typical buckling
strength curves and the in-plane strength curve for the type of beam~
columns under investigation. Three values of restraining parameters
are considered, that is, KWB = KWT = 0,. SAw' and 00. The bending
restraints are assumed zero. The reduced modulus solutions in the
inelastic range are consistently higher in value. For the case of
full warping restraints, beam-columns of L/r ~ 60 can reach their in-
. x
plane strength before the initiation of lateral-torsional buckling.
4.3.2 Effect of Weak-Axis Bending Restraints
In Fig. 4.14 are shown typical curves demonstrating the effect
of weak-axis bending restraints alone on the initiation of inelastic
lateral-torsional buckling. The beam-columns considered are of 8W3l
shape with pIp = 0.4. The tangent modulus curveS indicate that weak-y
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axis bending restraints have very little effect on short beam-columns.
This observation is not upheld if the reduced modulus concept is em-
ployed to compute the buckling solutions. For the case of full re-
straints, that is, K
oB = KoT = 00, no lateral-torsional buckling can
occur before the beam-column reaches its full in-plane value on the
basis of reduced modulus analysis.
4.3.3 Effect of Combined Restraints
Examples of the effect of combined warping and weak-axis
bending restraints on lateral-torsional buckling strength are given
in Fig. 4.15. The 8W3l beam-columns are assumed to be fully restrained
against warping at the column ends. Three values of weak-axis bending
restraints chosen for this study are K
oB = KoT = 0, iAb~and.oo•. The
improvement in buckling strength is even more remarkable here than
for the case in which only bending restraints are present. For
relatively small bending restraints, that is, K
oB = KoT = 2 Ab , it
is possible to load a relatively long unbraced beam-column to its in-
plane strength.
4.4 Summary
This chapter has presented the reduced modulus solutions.
for inelastic lateral-torsional buckling in either pinned-end or
restrained beam-columns under a variety of loading conditions. The
reduced modulus solution which is the highest bound 'splution, gives
an indication as to what might be the maximum strength of an un-
braced beam-column.
In the tangent modulus analysis presented in the previous
chapter, it has been found that for an 8W31 pinned-end beam-column,
lateral-torsional buckling will always occur irrespective of the
slenderness ratio and the end moment ratio. In the present chapter in
which the reduced modulus method is discussed, the same beam-column
is predicted to attain its full in-plane strength under the most
severe loading condition if its length does not exceed 40 r ~ The
x
maximum strength solution should lie between the tangent and the re-
duced modulus solutions.
The buckling solutions for restrained beam-columns have
also been examined. It is believed that all the solutions reported
in this chapter are new.
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5. INELASTIC LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING IN
CONTINUOUS BEAM-COLUMNS
It has been stated in Sect. 1.1 that the research work pre-
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This chapter presents solutions for inelastic lateral-
viously done on lateral-torsional buckling in continuous beams or
. .
beam-columns has been primarily concerned with elastic buckling. (2.13,
2.15,2.16)
torsional buckling in continuous beam-columns, either pinned or re-
strained with respect to weak-axis bending and warping of th~ s~ction
at the supports.
5.1 Assumptions
The 'following assumptions are made in the derivation of the
basic equations of lateral-torsional buckling:
1. No transverse loads are applied between the supports.
2. Only strong-axis bending moments and axial loads are
applied at the supports as shown in Fig. 5.1.
3. The column is an as-rolled wide-flange shape initially
free of crookedness.
4. The axial loads act along the original centroidal axis
of the continuous column and retain this direction
after buckling.
5. The cross-section is uniform over the column length and
retains its original shape during the buckling process.
6. The displacements are small in comparison to the cross-
sectional dimensions of the column.
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7. The stress-strain relationship for the steel is as assumed
in Chapter 2 for individual beam-column problems, that is,
elastic-plastic as shown in Fig. 2.1.
8. The residual stress pattern and the magnitude of the maximum.
compressive residual stress cr are similar to those
rc
described in Sect. 2.4.1
9. The beam-column cannot displace laterally or twist at every
support.
5.2 Differential Equations for Lateral-Torsional Buckling
To derive a set of differential equations for lateral-torsional
buckling in continuous beam-columns, it is first necessary to consider
the equilibrium of a span of a beam-column subjected to end moments and
axial load similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.3. The moments MBy ' MTy '
and M in this instance are the restraining moments at the column ends
zo
of every span of the continuous beam-columns. Continuity and equilibrium
compatibilities at the joints are then established to connect the individual
spans together. The differential equations for lateral-torsional buckling
in a single-span beam-column have previously been derived in Chapter 2.
Applying these equations to span n of a continuous beam-column, they have
the following relationships:
(5.1)
z
+ u" [- M + - (M- + M ) +(n) Bx L -~x Tx
p (v + Y )J() +o 0 n
(5.2)
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The above equations are similar to Eqs. 2.34 and 2.35 except for the
subscript n which denotes span n of a continuous beam-column. In finite
difference expressions, Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 become:
[1. B + B - 1. B J . u . +2 2 () (1."-2)(n)Yi - 1 Yi Yi +1 n
[- 2 B + 10 B-2 B
Yi - 1 Yi Yi+1
[~. BYi_1 - 6 BYi + P o2J(n) u i+1(n) +
11·[- - B + B + - B ] u. +
2 Y" 1 y. 2 Y'+l (n) (1.+2) (n)1.- 1. 1.
2 zi . P(0 [- MB + -L (M- + M_ ) + -2 (y + v ). 1 +x -~x -~x 0 0 1.-
PP (y + v ). - -2 (y + v ) ]
o 0 1. 0 0 1+1
+
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2 zi P{o [- M + ---L (ML + M ) - -2 (y + v ). 1 +Bx -~x -~x 0 0 1-
P (y + v). '+!2 (y + v )'+1 J + .001 001
= o (5.3)
{ 1l
2 [_ M + Zi (ML '+ M- ) +! ( +) +
U Bx L -~x -~x 4 Yo Vo i-I
(y + v ). 1 +o 0 1- .
P (Yo + vo)i - ~ (Yo + vo)i+l JJ(n) u(i_l)(n) +
2 Z._
{2 0 [- MBx + L
1 (~x + ~x) -
P (y + v ).JJ( ) u.() +001 n 1 n
2 zi P{o [- ~x + L (~x + ~x) - '4
+
1
- - c J S +2 wi+1 (n) (i-2) (n)
02
4
2 J 2
- 0 (CT + ~ cr a dA)i +
J: cr a2 dA)i+l J(n) S(i-l)(n)
---. ----·-f- ---2 -c _.- + 10C -- - 2 C
w. 1 w. w1"+1. 1- . 1
+
,.
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[2 - 6 C 0
2
(CT +la 2 dA). 1C + 4 awi _l w. ~-~
02 + La} dA). - 02 +(CT 4 (CT~
J> 2 J (n) +a dA)i+l ~ (i+l) (n)
[- 1 C +C + 1 C J(n) ~(i+2)(n) = 02" w. 1 w. 2 wi +1~- ~ (5.4)
The subscript i refers to a pivotal point in the beam-column.
In matrix notation, Eqs. 5.3 and 5.4 may be written as
[c ] t) = 0
As in the single-span beam-column problem, the matrix [C] is a
cross-sectional properties (By~ CT' Cw' p y , andfcr a
2 dA)
o A
continuous beam-column. Critical
set of the coefficients C.. representing the combinations of the
~J
and the length of a span of the
moments are obtained when the determinant [C] is zero.
5.3 Continuity and Equilibrium Equations at Joints
It is first necessary to distinguish the two types of
joints in a continuous beam-column. These ·are the exterior joints
and the interior joints. Referring to Fig. 5.1, the exterior joints
are those located at the two ends of the continuous beam-column,
-------
that 'is, at supports A and N. The interior joints are those located
-----------_.------- ----
between the exterior joints. Every i~terior joint has two spans
framing into it, one above and the other below the joint.
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For an exterior joint, two boundary conditions and two
equilibrium equations are sufficient to completely define the un-
known parameters for the solution of the buckling equations. For
an interior joint, in addition to the two boundary conditions
and two equilibrium equations, two continuity equations are also
required to solve the buckling equations. In this section, equations
will first be derived for an interior joint. It will be shown
later that the equations so obtained can easily be extended to
the exterior joints.
5.3.1 Continuity Conditions at an Interior Joint
It has been assumed in Sect. 5.1 that there are no lateral
displacements or twists at the supports. Thus
usupport = Ssupport = 0
Consider two spans of a continuous beam-column joined
at a support. These two spans are shown in Fig. 5.2 in an offset
position in order to clarify the designation of the pivotal points
adjacent to the joint. The pivotal point at the joint is designated
J. The conditions of no lateral displacements and no twists at the
support may be expressed in finite differences as follows:
=
=
o
o
(5.5)
(5.6)
For geometrical compatibility, it is conceivable that
the following continuity conditions must hold:
u'
z=L(n)
S~=L(n)
=
=
u'
z=O(n+l)
S~=O(n+l)
(5.7)
(5.8)
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In establishing the above two conditions, it is implicitly assumed
that there is no plastic hinge developed at the support. This
assumption is justifiable since this investigation is primarily
concerned with lateral-torsional buckling before the attainment of
in-plane strength. The in-plane strength can only be developed before
the formation of a hinge at the support.
5.3.2 Equillbrium Equation At An Interior Joint
The assumption that bending and warping restraints at the
two ends of a beam-column can be represented by elastic sp~ings is
again used in this chapter. It is further assumed for simplicity of
.
analysis that the restraints at an interior support may be represented
by two sets of springs, one below.the joint and the other above the
joint. The total stiffness of the restraining spring at each support
is the sum of the stiffnesses of the two sets of springs.
Weak-Axis Bending Restraints
The equilibrium equations for the column ends of a single-
span beam-column have been derived in Sect. 2.5.2. These equations
when applied to a span of a continuous beam-·~olumn are:
(B u")
- y z=O(n) + K u
f
oB(n) z=O(n) = o (5.9)
(B u") _ + K u f _------~.---y -----z-L(n) ------o-'r(n)-z-L (n)- = o (5.10)---
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Consider the top end of span n and the bottom end of span
(n+l) as shown in Fig. 5.2. The two appropriate equilibrium equations
are
(B U")Y z=L(n) + KoT(n) u'z=L(n) = o
(B U")
- Y z=O(n+l) + KoB(n+l) u'z=O(n+l) = o
Adding the above two equations and using the continuity condition
of Eq. 5.7, the following equilibrium equation is obtained:
(B U")Y z=L(n) (B U") + K- (1) o(J)Y z=O n+ u'z=O(n+l) = 0
(5.11)
where K = K + K = the stiffness of the spring at joint
o(J) oT(n) oB(n+l)
J for restraining the beam-column against weak-axis buckling.
Equations 5.7 and 5.11 are sufficient to establish the lateral
displacement relationships in finite difference expressions for the
pivotal points I(J+l)(n) and I(J-l)(n+l). These relationships are:
u1(J+l)(n) = PI u(J+l) (n+l) + P2 u(J_l)(n) (5.12)
u1(J-l) (n+l) - P3 u(J+l)(n+l) + P4 u (J-l)(n) (5.13 )
where 2 Y2 B
PI =
YJ (n+1) (5.14 )I)
[B +y B + KO(J) ~JYJ(n) YJ(n+l)
[- 5B +y B +K()~J
YJ(n) YJ(n+l) o J 2
P2 = (5.15)I)
[B +y B +K· _NJ
YJ(n) YJ(n+l) o(J) 2
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[ B
- Y B + Ko(J) o(n)]
. YJ(n) YJ(n+l) 2
P3 = (S.16)0
[B +y B + Ko(J) ~]
YJ(n) YJ(n+1) 2
2 B
P4
. =
YJ(n) (S .17)0
Y [B + Y B +K ~]
YJ(n) YJ(n+1) o(J) 2
(S.18)
The detailed derivations of Eqs. (S.12) and (S.13) are given in Appendix
4.
Warping Restraints
The equilibrium equations for the column ends of a beam-
column restrained against warping by springs have been derived in Sect.
2.S.2. For the top end of span n and the bottom end of span (n+l) in a
continuous beam-column, Eqs. 2.64 and 2.6S can be appropriately used by
proper identification of the span concerned. Thus for span n,
(Cw S")z=L(n) + (KwT 13 I) z=L (n) = 0 (S.19)
For the bottom erid of span (n+l):
. (C QII) + (K Q') = 0
- w ~ z=O(n+l) wB ~ z=O(n+l) (S.20
The restraining parameters KWB and KWT have been defined by Eqs. 2.S9
(C· S") (C 13") + K 13' = 0
wz=L(n) - W z=O(n+l) w(J) z=O(n+l)
(S.21)
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The quantity KW(J) is equal to
= KWB (n+1) + KwT(n)
2 2
= [KUB dUB + ~B dLB J(n+1) +
22·
[Kur dUT + ~T dLT ] (n) (5.22)
It represents the combined warping restraining effect at the joint J.
Equations 5.8 and 5.21 can be used to establish the twisting
relationships for the imaginary points I(J+1)(n) and I(J-1)(n+1). The
method of establishing such relationships is also given in Appendix 4.
In finite differenceexpressions, the twisting relationships are:
SI(J+1)(n) = °1 S(J+1)(n+1) + °2 S(J-1)(n) (5.23)
SI(J-1) (n+1) = °3 S(J+1) (n+1) + °4 S(J-1)(n) (5.24)
where
2 y2 C
°
=
WJ(n+1) (5.25 )1· 0[c +y C . +. K ~J
wJ(n) WJ(n+1) W(J) 2
O~n)J -- ---~-Ec + Y C +KWJ(n) . WJ(n+1) W(J) (5.26)
°2 =
[CWJ(n)
oin) ]+y C . + K
WJ(n+1) w(J)
[cwJ(n) C + O(n)]- y WJ (n+1) Kw(J) -2-
°3 = (5.27)
[CWJ(n)
°in)]+ y C + K
WJ(n+1) w(J)
=2 C
- wJ(n)
Ie + Y C + K 0 (n)]
y L'wJ(n) wJ(n+l) w(J) 2
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(5.28)
5.3.3 Extension of the Equilibrium Equations to the Exterior Joints
Consider first the conditions at support A (Fig. 5.1). In
this case only Eqs. 5.13 and 5.24 are applicable since the span below
the joint does not exist. Substituting for J=l at support A, the two
displacement functions for the imaginary point immediately below A are
uI(O) = P3 u(2)
~I(O) = °3 S(2)
where O(n)
- y B + Ko(l)
Y(1) (n+l) 2
P3 = O(n)y B + Ko(l)y (l)(n+l) 2
0
- y C + KW(l)
.:.1!Q.-
- w(1) (n+l) 2
°3 = O(n)y C + K
w. (l)(n+l) w(l) 2
(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
Multiplying the numerator and the denominator of each of the above
1
equations by - and noting that span (n+l) now refers to the firsty'
span, the above two equations can now be written as:
o(span 1)
2
=
- B + Ko(l)
y (1) (span 1)
By(l)(span 1) + Ko(l)
o(span 1)
2
0 1)
- C +K (span
w(l)(span lL-w(l) 2
°3 = 0 1)C +K (span
w 1) w(l) 2(1) (span
The quantity K
o
(l) is equal to K
oB ' and KW(l) is KWB for span 1-
For clarity, the subscript (span 1) is hereafter deleted in the above
equations. Equation 5.29 and 5.30 may now be written simply
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~I(O)
=
=
[By (l) °- K -JoB 2 (5.33 )
[By (l) + K .§.J
u(2)
oB 2
°[C - K - Jw(1) wB 2
~ (2) (5.34 )
°[C + K B '2Jw(1) w
These two equations are exactly identical to Eqs. 2.45 and 2.66 for
the bottom end of a single-span restrained beam-column as derived in
Sect. 2.5.
For the other exterior joint (joint N), only Eqs. 5.12 and
5.23 are valid since the span above the joint does not exist. With
proper substitutions, it can be shown that the imaginary point above
joint N has the following displacement relationships:
= (5.35 )
~I(J+1) =
- K .§.J
wT 2
+ K -2°]
wT
(5.36)
These two equations refer to the last span in the continuous beam-
column. The subscript (last span) has been discarded in the above
equations for clarity purpose. The equations are identical to Eqs.
2.46 and 2.67 for the top end of a single-span beam-column.
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5.4 Computational Procedures
The procedures for computing the critical mompnt for a contin-
uous beam-column with joint restraints are in some ways similar to
those for single-span beam-columns. First, it is necessary to com-
pute the sectional properties
the pre-buckling deformations
(B , C , CT ' Y ,Y w 0
v for all spans
o
andJC cr a2 dA), and
A
of the continuous
beam-column. Second, the coefficient matrix [C ..J is set up and the
1.J
critical moment is obtained by iteration when the determinant of the
coefficient matrix [C .. J is zero.
1.J
Before the sectional properties and pre-buckling deformations
can be computed, it is first necessary to define the end moment
ratio for every span of the continuous beam-column. Once the end
moment ratio is known, it is possi~le .. to construct the in-plane
M-8 curve for every span of the continuous beam-column. The M-8
characteristics of a joint are found by graphically compounding the
M-8 curves of the columns immediately above and below the joint.
This technique of determining the M-8 relationships for a joint
insures rotational compatibility.
In the present study, every span of a continuous beam-
column is assumed to be arbitrarily cut into 20 equal segments.
Therefore for a continuous beam-column with n number of spans, ·the
number of pivotal points is [2ln - (n-l)J and the size of the co-
efficient matrix [C .. J is 38n x 38n. As an example, for a 3 span1.J
beam-column, the size of [C .. J is 114 x 114.
1.J
The general flow-charts shown in Figs. 2.17 and 2.19
are also applicable to continuous beam-column problems. For a beam-
column with n spans, Program 1 is repeated (n-l) times in order to
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generate all the necessary data for Program 2. Again a joint rotation
increment technique is used to determine the value of critical moment M
cr
5.5 Lateral-Torsional Buckling Strength of Continuous Beam-Columns
The method developed in this chapter can be used to solve the
buckling problems of beam-columns of any number of spans. In the present
study, only beam-columns with 3 spans are examined.· The variables in
this study are the slenderness ratio, the end moment ratio, and the load
ratio pip.y
Four types of joint conditions are studied:
L No restraints (Ko(J) = KW(J) = 0);
2. Only full warping restraint (Ko(J) = 0, Kw(J) = 00);
3. Only full weak-axis bending restraint (Ko(J) = 00,
Kw(J) = 0);. and
4. Full warping and weak-axis bending restraints
(KO(J) = 00, ~w(J) = 00).
A summary of the analytical results for five types of con-
tinuous beam-columns are given in Table 5.1. The upper and the lower
joints referred to in this table are the upper interior and the lower
interior joints respectively.
5.5.1 Continuous Beam-Columns with Equal Spans and Under
Symmetrical Loading (Types A and B}
The three-span continuous beam-column under consideration
is of ~3l shape subjected to a constant axial load and equal but opposite
strong axis bending moments at the interior joints as shown in the
sketches in Figs. 5.3-5.10. Thus the end moment ratio is zero for
the upper and the lower columns, and -1 for the middle column. The
slenderness ratios chosen for this study are 30 and 50.
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Shown in Figs. 5.3-5.10 are the in-plane curves of the in-
dividual beam-columns and of the joints, and the points of inception
of lateral-torsional buckling in individual beam-columns. The buckling
moments shown here are the tangent modulus values previously obtained
in Chapter 3. The points of inception of lateral-torsional buckling
. are extrapolated upward to cut the joint curve at two locations
representing thus the upper and the lower limits for the occurrence
of lateral-torsional buckling in a continuous beam-column. Because
of the symmetry of the loading conditions, the joint curve shown in
any of these figures is for either the upper or the lower joint.
The joint conditions have been stated earlier.
In all instances, the inception of lateral-torsional buckling
for the continuous system lies between the two limits. In the
individual beam-column analysis~the upper and the lower spans should
buckle before the middle column. Thus the results demonstrate the
restraining effect from the middle column in delaying the buckling
of ~he upper and the lower columns until the whole system buckles
simultan~ously.
In the plastic method of design of unbraced beam-columns,
the lower limit has been recommended as the critical moment for
h . . (1.3)t e ent~re system. Thus when applied_ to the examples shown
here, the design provision is conservative in estimating the buckling
strength of a continuous beam-column.
. .
A comparative study of the critical moments fora con-
tinuous beam-column of span length 30 r , or of span length 50 r
x . x
as given in Table 5.1 indicates that the critical moment value is
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improved by the presence of restraints at the joints •.
5.5.2 Continuous Beam-Columns with Equal Spans and Under
Unsymmetrical Loading
a) Constant Axial Load (Type C)
The case study is an 8.1'31 continuous. beam-column with
an end-moment ratio equal to zero for the upper and lower columns, and
-0.5 for the middle column. The column span is chosen as 50 r
x
and the load ratio p!p is 0.4 for all spans. Because of the un-y
symmetrical loading, there are now two joint curves, one for the
upper joint and the other for the lower joint.
limit and a lm~er limit to each joint curve.
There are an upper
The results are shown in Figs. 5.11-5.14 for the four
different joint restraints. In all cases the critical moment for the
upper joint occurs between its upper and lower limits. For the lower
joint, the buckling moment occurs below the lower limit. This is
because under such loading conditions the column that tends to buckle
first is the upper column. The middle column merely acts as a
restraint to this column. Thus when the entire system buckles simul-
taneously, the original critical moment for the middle span will be
reduced. Since the end moment ratio for the middle column is held
constant, a.drop in the original critical moment for the middle column
will automatically cause a drop in the lower limit of the lower joint.
The presence of joint restraints slightly improves the
buckling moment as shown in Table 5.1.
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b) Variable Axial Load (Type D)
In the case study reported herein, the continuous beam-
column is of 8~3l shape with an axial load ratio PIP equal to 0.3y
for the upper column, 0.4 for the middle column, and 0.5 for the lower
column. The end moment ratios are 0, -1, and 0 respectively. The
column length is 50 r for all spans. The resultant joint in-plane
x
M-8 curves are shown in Figs. 5.15-5.18.
The critical span for this continuous beam-column is
the lower column. Thus when buckling occurs for the entire system,
the original critical moment for lower column should be improved,
and those of the middle and upper columns would be reduced. The
theoretical solutions shown in Figs. 5.15-5.18 demonstrate that
this phenomenon does happen: the critical moment occurs above the
lower limit of the lower joint, but below the lower limit of the
upper joint.
The critical moments for the upper and the lower 'joints
are listed in Table 5.1 for the four restraining conditions. It
can be se~ri that the presence of restraints at the joints does improve
the critical moment slightly.
The results of the last two examples show that a lower
limit may not necessarily be conserva.tive for predicting the lateral-
torsional buckling strength of a continuous beam-column. The point
to note is that the buckling strength of an assembly of two members is
very much influenced by the strength of the members adjacent to this
assembly.
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5.5.3 Continuous Beam-Columns with Unequal Spans and Under
Symmetrical Loading (Type E)
The example chosen for this study is an 8131 continuous
beam-column with constant axial load ratio for all the three spans,
and with equal but opposite end moments applied at the interior
joints (see sketches in Figs. 5.19-5.22). The slenderness ratio is
30 for the uppe~ and the lower columns, and 50 for the middle column.
In all instances, the critical moment occurs between the two
limits. It is closer to the lower limit than the upper limit. The
values of the critical moments for the four restraining conditions
are also given in Table 5.1. Again the results show the beneficial
effects of the presence of restraints at the joints.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has presented a method for predicting the
inception of inelastic lateral-torsional buckling in a continuous
beam-column with'restraints present ~t every joint. It has been shown
that the method is applicable to beam-columns under any combinations
of loads and span length.
In the plastic method of design of unbraced beam-columns,
"the buckling strength of a joint is assumed to be that corresponding
to the lower limit. It has been shown in this chapter that this
assumption may be unconservative as· the buckling strength is very much
influenced by the buckling of the members adjacent to the two columns
that form the joint.
The solutions presented herein are new •
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6. BEHAVIOR OF BEAM-COLUMNS AFTER
LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING
6.1 Introduction
One of the complexities in the study of structural stability
of a column or a beam-column for that matter, is to determine its
behavior after the occurrence of buckling. Ever since the day of
h 1 f d b d (6.1)tee astica irst investigate y Euler an Lagrange in 1770,
relatively little work has been done on this important aspect of
struct~ral mechanics.
In classical buckling theory, a column is assumed to deform
indefinitely at buckling load. Yet common sense tells us that no
structural member can deform in~efinitely in the real sense. The
fallancy lies in the fact that all buckling theories invariably aSSume
small deflections which are invalid when deformations become large.
The behavior after buckling requires a second-order analysis which
can be very complex. As an example, in the relatively simple problem
of the elastica, the ordinary buckling equation for a column becomes
a non-linear differential equation when the second-order analysis is
performed. It requires for a solution the use of elliptical integral
f . (2.1,6.2)unct10ns. It should be realized that elastica is only
applicable to elastic columns.
For inelastic ,columns) the theoretical solutions were not,
available _until 1947 when Shanley forwarded his famous inelastic column
theory. (2.9) His contribution is very significant. For the first
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time this new theory shed light on the inelastic behavior of a column
after buckling had occurred. It resolved the paradox that had confronted
engineers for more than a half a century as to which of the two
different theories was correct in predicting the strength of an unbraced
column-- the reduced modulus or the tangent modulus concept. Shanley's
theory was soon after refined and expanded by many recent
i . (2.10,6.3-6.6)nvest~gators.
Thus far, the post-buckling analysis considers a buckled
column to deform in one direction only. This is true for a con-
centrically loaded column which usually buckles laterally if it is
not braced against movement in the lateral direction•. The situation is
vastly different for a beam-column. After the occurrence of lateral-
torsional buckling, the beam-column will deform in the transverse and
lateral directions, and at the same time fwist about its shear center.
The beam-column is biaxially loaded. The problem is therefore
seemingly more complex and this P9ssibly explains the lack of research
work done in this field.
6.2 Tool of Analysis
If a column, initially out of straightness, is concentrically
loaded by an axial load, there is no buckling. The column will continue
to d~form under increasing load until instability occurs. Thereafter
unloading in the column begins with further deformation. (2.4)
The different load-deflection characteristics for either straight or
crooked c:~~umns are illus tra ted in Fig. 6.1. The smaller the initial
imperfection, the closer the maximum load is to the one that corresponds
to zero initial imperfection. Tests on crooked H-shape columns show
that the load-deformation characteristics of these columns are affected
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by the magnitude of initial imperfections in a manner similar to those
sketched in Fig. 6.1(6.7)
The tool of analysis for the post-buckling behavior of a
beam-column is now apparent: an utilization of the concept of initial
imperfection. A beam-column with in-plane and out-of-plane initial im-
perfections when loaded by in-plane forces alon~ would behave like a biaxially
loaded beam-column. The problem of beam-columns under biaxial loading
has been extensively studied by Santathadaporn at Lehigh University.
Much of the derivations of the governing biaxial bending equations to
be presented in this chpater has been taken from his analytical work
given in Ref. 6.8.
Shown in Fig. 6.2a is an initially crooked beam-column sub-
;jected to an axial load P and strong.-axis bending moments MBx and ~x.
The restraining moments are MB ' ~ , and M • A cross-sectional viewy -~y zo
of the beam-column in the unloaded state at a distance z from the bottom
end is shown in Fig. 6.2b. The imperfections for the column are desig-
nated u., v., and ~.. It is assumed that the imperfections may be
1. 1 1
represented by sine functions as follows;
=
nz (6.1)v. = v sin L1 0
~. ~o sin nz=1 L
The parameters u , v , and S denote respectively the initial lateral
o 0 o.
displacement, the in-plane displacement and the twist at the midheight
of the column. The displacements of the loaded column measured from
the coordinate axes are
u = u. + u~
v = .v. +;; (6.2),~
S = ~i + S
-where u, v, and S denote the actual displacements. It can be found
from geometry that the displacements u
c
' v
c
' and Sc of the centroid
are:
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u = u + y S
c 0
= (u. + u) + Y (S. + §)l. 0 l.
V = V - X S
c 0
= (v. + v)
-
x (S. + §)
l. 0 l.
Sc = S = S. + Sl.
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
The internal resisting moments M~, ~, and M, can be found
be a procedure similar to the one described in Chapter 2. They are
as follows:
M
zo
=
S [- MBx + f (MBx + ~x) + P vcJ -
- MBy + f (MBy + ~y) - P uc - v'
(6.6)
(6.7)
(MB + MT ) (v + Y - Y ). Y Y 0 0 z=o
M, = '.. U I [- MBx + i (MBx + ~) + PVcJ
+ v' [- MBy + ~ (MBy + ~y) - P ucJ
+ M + P Y u
'
- P X v' -
. zo 0 0
sfcra2 dA - 1 (M + M ) (u + x -L Bx Tx 0
A
1
- -L
x )
°z=o
(6.8)
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In small deflection analysische internal moments MS' ~
and Me are given by:
~ F:::: EI v" (6.9)x
~ :::::l EI ti" (6.10)y
Me :::::l' CT ~, - (C ~")' (6.11), w
The above relationships have been derived ~n Chapter 2 for lateral-
torsional buckling problems. They are valid as long as deflections
are small. When applying them to large deflection problems, it has
been demonstrated in Ref. 6.8 that the error incurred can be subs tan-
tial. The stiffnesses and the displacements should be referred to the
local coordinates. Thus, in place of Eqs. 6.9 and 6.10, the following
relationships are introduced:(6.8)
=
=
v"
Tj
u "
(6.12)
(6.13)
In the above equations, \TTj and Us denote the displacements in the Tj
and S directions respectively. The double primes denote the second
derivatives with respect to C. Using Eq. 6.2,
= u'S u. '1.
(6.14 )
(6.15)
Taking the second derivative and substituting them into Eqs. 6.12
and 6.13, the following relationships are obtained:
= EI [V"s 11
"
- '.l Ji
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(6.16)
The direction cosine relationships for the x, y, z and S,
11, , axes have been given in Chapter 2. In matrix notation, the direc-
tion cosine relationships ~re simply
1
u'
In terms of displacement, the direction cosine may be written as:
[
v
11 ] [1u = Sw~ . v'
-s
1
u'
Taking the second derivatives of the displacements Us and v11 ' the above
equation can be written as:
Cn ] [1 -s '][ vn ]'- 11 ~:' :":~ c:' 1u'
or simply
[5J = [TJ [5J
where
[5J lV~]u"s
w,
(6.18)
(6.19) _
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[ 5J
= [v'] (6.20), u"
w
[:, -S -v' ][TJ = ~ -u' (6.21)
u' 1
The relationship between axial load P and axial deformation w is
simply
P = E A w (6.22)
In matrix notation, the forces are related to the displacements
as:
[
MS] [-EIs 0 ,0 ][VTlI~]
M.n = 0 E~ 0 u~ +
P 0 .0 EA w,
The above equation can be written simply
(6.24)
The' displacement vector [5J has be~n found in Eq. 6.18. The matrix
[Q J is simply
o
[QJo
(6.25)
The vector [ooJ is
[0 J = [Vi] (6.26 )0 u'!
I.
w
It can be related to vector [oJ by the use of a transformation uatrix
as follows:
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where
= [T J
o
[ oJ (6.27)
[:~ -s. -v~ ]I.[T J = 1 - u ~ (6.28)0 I.u! 1
I. I..
Equation 6.24 can now be expresped in term of [5J as follows:
[FJ = [QJ [TJ [oJ + [Q J [T J [oJo 0
= {[QJ [TJ + [QoJ [TOJ} [oJ
= {[HJ + [HoJ} [5J (6.29 )
The force vector [FJ contains the internal moments MS' ~ and the
axial load P. The internal twisting moment M, is given by Eq. 6.11.
The internal moments in terms of the end moments and load are
gi~eq by Eqs. 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. Thus by substituting Eqs. 6.6-6.8
into Eqs~ 6.29 and 6.11, it is possible to relate the end forces to
the deformation parameters u", v", w , S' and S". The resultant set
of three differential equations can be solved once the boundary and
end equilibrium" equations have been established.
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A method of solution has been developed in Ref. 6.8 for
biaxially loaded as-rolled wide-flange columns. This method, known
as Tangent Stiffness Method, is applicable to beam-columns under
symmetrical loading, that is, a beam-column subjected to an axial load,
equal but opposite end moments about x and y axes, and a pair of
twisting moments. A detailed description of the method is given in
Ref. 6.8. In brief, a column is assumed to deform in such a way that the
displacement functions u, v and ~ can be expressed as sine-parabolic curves
The rate of change of the internal forces at the mid-column is then
equated to the rate of change of the external forces at the same section.
The final equation has the following form:
. .
[R] [~] = [w] (6.30)
In the above equation, [R] is the tangent stiffness matrix of size
4x4. It contains the combinations of the stiffness matrices [H] and
[H ], axialload P, bending and restraining moments, column length L,
·0
St. Venant torsional constant CT, and warping rigidity Cwo The
.
vector [~] is
v"
m
. u"
[~] m=
w
m
S"m
(6.31)
The subscript m denotes mid-column and the dot above the displacement
pa~a~eters represents the rate of change of the quantity concerned.
The vector [W] represents the rate of change of the external
forces. It may be briefly written as follows:
[w] = u , v ,
m m ~m' u" v")m' m
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(6.32)
The quantity Y3 in the above equation is a warping restraint factor. A
Computer program to solve Eq. 6.30 by an iterative method has been
documented in Ref. 6.8.
The columns under study in this chapter are those subjected
to an axial load and equal but opposite strong-axis end moments. The
buckling strength for this type of beam-column has been investigated
in Chapter 3 for the lower bound solution, and in Chapter 4 for the
upper bound solution. Based on the earlier discussion, the maximum
strength of a laterally unbraced beam-column should lie between
the upper and lower bound solutions.
As discussed earlier, an unbraced beam-column with initial
imperfection will attain a maximum strength slightly below that of a
straight member. A beam-column with a larger imperfection will exhibit
a smaller strength than a beam-column with smaller imperfection. In
the present study, two values of initial imperfections are investigated
for a particular beam-column. The "true" maximum strength is obtained
by extrapolation 6f the maximum strength values corresponding to the
two selected values of imperfections. In Fig. 6.3 is demonstrated
the technique used in estimating th~ "true" maximum strength of an
unbraced beam-column. The quantitie~ Xl and X2 denote the .two selected
values of imperfections, and Ml and M2 denote the corresponding maximum
moments. The maximum strength M of a straight column is estimated
m
from the following relationship:
M
m
= (6.33)
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In general, the imperfection function Xl or X2 is related to u i ' Vi
and S., that is,
1
X = Fn (u., V., S.)111 (6.34)
In the present stud'y, it is assumed that the beam'-column is 'initially
straight with respect to V and S. In other words,
v.
1
= S.
1
= o (6.35)
Thus the imperfection functions Xl and .X'2 are now simply
=
=
=
=
nz
sin L
nz
sin -L
(6.36)
(6.37)
The values for u , and u have been arbitrarily chosen as 0.02 in •
. 0 1 O2
and 0.05 in. respectively.
6.3 Pinned-End Beam-Columns
6.3.1 Maximum Strength
Typical results of the maximum strength curves are given in
Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 for beam-columns of 8W3l and l4W142 shape respectively.
The maximum strength values are extrapolated from the two moment
values corresponding to two small imperfections as explained in the
earlier section. Also plotted in these figures are the in-plane strength
curve and the lateral-torsional buckling curves based on the reduced
modulus and the tangent modulus concepts.
In both figures, the maximum strength curve is bounded by the
reduced modulus and the tangent modulus buckling curves. For longer
columns, the maximum strength curve coincides with the tangent modulus
buckling strength curve. This indicates that long columns have lit'tle
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or no post-buckling strength. However, the maximum strength curve
rapidly deviates from the tangent modulus buckling curve to follow
approximately the same slope as the reduced modulus buckling curve.
It intercepts the in-plane strength curve at L/r = 39 for S;3l beam-
x
columns and L/r = 49 for l4W142 beam-columns. Th~s it may be stated
x
that for columns of practical length, usually around L/r = 40, the
x
-in-plane moment capacity will not be impaired by the occurrence of
lateral-torsional buckling. It should be realized that the above
p
generalized statement is valid for columnshapes with D ~ 925 and p- 0.4.
y y
The various strength curves in terms of the in-plane moment
capacity M are given in Fig. 6.6. This figure also shows that the
max
maximum strength curve is very much influenced by the DT values.
6.3.2 Behavior
The typical behavior of unbraced columns is given in Figs.
6.7 and 6.8 for beam-columns of S;3l and l4W142 shape respectively.
This is in the form of moment-rotation response for columns of several
L/r ratios. Also shown in these two figures are the corresponding
x
in-plane characteristics and the points of inception of lateral-torsional
buckling.' These points of inception of lateral-torsional buckling are
the tangent modulus values obtained in Chapter 3. It can be seen that
in all instances, the behavior before lateral-torsional buckling is
strictly in-plane type. For short columns (L/r ~ 40), the M-8 curves
x
after buckling for unbraced columns almost coincide with those for
braced columns. There is no noticeable loss in the rotation capacity
for the short columns. However, as the column length becomes larger,
not only does the beam-column fail to reach its in-plane strength,
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but the in-plane rotation capacity after buckling is badly impaired.
As an example, for a beam-cp1umn of L/r = 60 for either of the two
x
column shapes, it starts to unload rapidly soon after the attainment
of its maximum strength which is slightly above the buckling strength.
It may therefore be concluded that the post-buckling behavior of an
unbraced beam-column is very much influenced by the slenderness ratio.
Fortunately, since most practical columns have L/r around 40, the in-
x
plane behavior may be assumed for an unbraced column. This is valid
p
for columns with DT greater than 925, and p = 0.4.y
6.4 Restrained Beam-Columns
. In the case study reported herein, only warping restraint
is considered. Thus a beam-column is free to bend about its weak axis
at the column ends. The warping restraint is assumed infinitely stiff,
that is,
= = <Xl
where KWB and KWT are the warping restraint parameters as defined
in Chapter 3.
6.4.1 Maximum Strength
The maximum strength of ~31 beam-columns is examined.
Figure 6.9 shows the interaction curves for the column with full warping
restraints. As in the case of pinned-end beam-columns, the maximum
strength curve lies somewhere between the reduced and the tangent
A comparison of the maximum strength curves for pinned-end
beam-columns and those with full warping restraints is given in Figs.
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6.10 and 6.11. Also plotted in these figures are the CRC interaction
curves. Two conclusions may be made from these figures:
(1) The effect of warping restraint on the maximum strength
of an unbraced beam-column is not very significant.
The warping restraint only slightly improves the strength
of long columns.
(2) The CRC Interaction curve computed from Eq. 3.10 has
been found theoretically to "be unconservative in predict-
ing the inception of lateral-torsional buckling in
unbraced beam-columns. However as shown in Figs. 6.10
and 6.11, it gives a good approximation of the maximum
strength capacity of such columns although it tends to
be conservative for shorter beam-columns.
It should be realized that the above conclusions are valid for
beam-columns of DT varying from about 900 to 1500. For columns of
other shapes, an analysis similar to the one described in this chapter
may be performed.
6.4.2 Behavior
The behavior of unbraced 8W3l and14W142 beam-columns with
full warping restraints is shown in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 respectively
for a number of slenderness ratios. Also shown in these figures are
the in-plane M-8 curveS and the points of inception of lateral-torsional
buckling. As in the case of pinned-end beam-columns, the post-buckling
_•._- . ----
behavior,is very much influenced by the slenderness ratio. Longer
columns tend to lose their rotation capacity after buckling has
occurred.
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A comparison of Fig. 6.12 with Fig. 6.7 and of Fig. 6.13
with Fig. 6.8 indicates that the general moment-rotation behavior
for unbraced beam-columns is improved by the presence of restraints
at the column ~nds.
6.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a method to determine the strength
and behavior of unbraced beam-columns after the occurrence of lateral-
torsional buckling. It has been found analytically that the behavior
of unbraced beam-columns is very much influenced by the column length.
Long columns have been found to have virtually no post-buckling strength.
As soon as lateral-torsional buckling has occurred, the beam-column
unloads very rapidly with little rotation.
Beam-columns .of practical length (L/r
x
~ 40) with P/Py =
0.4 are found to have remarkably high post-buckling strength. In
fact, for the two column shapes examined herein, the post-buckling
behavior for the unbraced beam-columns is, and in some cases almost
identical to their in-plane behavior. The beam-columns can-in some cases,
still be loaded to their in-plane moment.capacity even though inelastic
. =- "..""..-,-", .~ '...... . -
lateral-torsional buckling has already occurred. This is a very sig-
nificant fact since it means that in designing unbraced beam-columns
by the plastic method, the in-plane moment~iotation response may be
assumed if the slenderness ratio does not exceed 40. This limitation
on the slenderness ratio applies only to unbraced beam-columns with the
load ratio Pip equals to 0.4. For beam-columns with other pipy . y
ratios, or with slenderness ratio greater than 40, an independent
analysis must be performed to determine their maximum strength capacity:
The 'analytical solutions to the post-buckling strength and
behavior are the first available for inelastic as well as elastic
"if beam-columns.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been the purpose of this investigation to develop
methods for predicting the strength and behavior of laterally un-
braced beam-columns. The beam-columns in this case are commercially
rolled W shapes subjected to constant axial load and monotonically
increasing strong-axis bending moments. The strength and behavior
of this kind of beam-columns are very much affected by lateral-torsional
buckling. The behavior before the occurrence of lateral-torsional
buckling is entirely in-plane type. Immediately after buckling has
occurred, the in-plane behavior is te'rminated and the beam-column
will displace in both the transverse and the lateral directions,
and twist about the shear center.
The concept of elastic spring representation has been intro-
duced to account for the warping and weak-axis bending restraints
at the column ends for single-span beam-columns or at the joints in
continuous beam-columns. The buckling strength of either pinned-
end or restrained beam-columns has been determined utilizing both the
tangent modulus and the reduced modulus concepts of the unloading of
the yielded portions in column sections. The tangent modulus solutions
are the lower bound solutions to the maximum strength of unbraced
beam-columns. The solutions based on the reduced modulus method are
the upper bounds. The method of analysis for the determination
of the buckling strength developed in this investigation is applicable
to beam-columns under any loading conditions.
~
\
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Based on the analytical results obtained in the lateral-
torsional buckling analysis, the major conclusions are:
1. The presence of warping restraints slightly improves
the buckling strength of pinned-end beam-columns.
2. Weak-axis bending restraints have little effect on
th~ buckling,strength of short beam-~olumns. However
as the column length becomes larger, the effect becomes
significant.
3. The eRe interaction formula over-estimates the buckling
strength of pinned-end beam-columns of L/r ~ 60 and
x
pip = 0.4.y
4. For 8W3l beam-columns with pip = 0.4 and any endy
moment ratio, lateral-torsional buckling will always
be predicted if the analysis is based on the tangent
modulus method. However, if the analysis is based on
the reduced modulus method, lateral-torsional buckling
will not be predicted for columns of length common in
, practical design, that is, L/r ~ 40.
, x
5. The warping and weak-axis bending restraints affect
the reduced modulus buckling strength solutions in
a manner similar to the solutions based on the tangent
modulus method.
6. The buckling strength of a structural joint in a con-
tinuous beam-column is very much affected by the buckling
condition of the joints adjacent to the one under con-
sideration. It has been found that the lower limit to
I.
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the buckling strength of a joint as predicted by the
d .. . (1.3) b . hcurrent eS1gn pract1ce can e unconservat1ve w en
compared to the buckling solution obtained for a con-
tinuous beam-column.
The concept of initial inperfections is utilized to predict
the strength and behavior of an unbraced and initially straight beam-
column. The maximum strength of this beam-column after the occurrence
of lateral-torsional buckling is obtained by extrapolation of two
maximum load values corresponding to two arbitrarily selected initial
imperfections. Major conclusions from this analytical study are as
follows:
1. The behavior of unbraced beam-columns is very much
affected by the column length.
2. For long columns, unloading occurs immediately after
lateral-torsional buckling with relatively little
rotation. There is virtually no post-buckling strength.
3. Short beam-columns have large strength and rotation
capacities. As a matter of fact, for ~3l and l4~42
beam-columns with a load ratio pip = 0.4, the post-y
buckling behavior resembles remarkably well the in-
plane response for L/r
x
~ 40. Their maximum strength
is the same as their in-plane strength.
4. The maximum streng~h curve has been found to be between
the tangent modulus and the reduced modulus buckling
strength curves. This indirectly provides a check to
the tangent modulus and the reduced modulus solutions
developed in this investigation.
,5. The CRC Interaction formula has been found to be
unconservative in predicting the buckling strength of
unbraced beam-columns having a slenderness ratio less
than 60. However it does give a fair estimation of the
maximum strength of unbraced beam-columns of L/r ~ 40.
x
For shorter beam-columns which have considerably large
post-buckling strength, the CRC Inte"raction formula is
conservative with respect to the maximum strength pre-
diction.
6. The presence of warping restraints at the column ends
slightly improves the maximum strength capacity of an
urtbraced beam-column.
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8. APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 1: DETERMINATION OF TORSIONAL
MOMENT FOR INELASTIC BEAM-COLUMNS
The torsional moment M of an open section is the sum of
z
the St. Venant contribution and warping contribution:
M = M + M
z sv w
(Al.l)
It has been discussed by the previous investigators that the St.
Venant torsional moment M for an inelastic beam-column does not
sv
b 1 (1.7,1.8,1.9,2.21)change appreciably from the value for an elastic earn-co umn:
M = G L 13'sv -T (Al.2)
where G is the shearing modulus and ~ the torsion constant. For
a W. shape, K.r is approximately equal to (see discussion in Sect. 3.1.2):
K.r = ~ [2 b t 3 + (d-2t)w3 ] (Al.3)
The warping torsional moment for an elastic (prismatic)
column is:.(2.4)
M = - E I 13" ,
w w
(Al.4)
. ~
where I is the warping moment of inertia. It is a function of the
w
normalized unit warping ill. The exac·t expression for I will be given
n w
later in this appendix.
The equation of torsional moment for an inelastic (non-
prismatic) member is derived based on the assumptions that (1)
deformation is small, and (2) the shearing deformation in the middle
surface is zero.
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,It is given in Ref. 2.4 that for an open section, the
unit warping with respect to the shear center W is equal to
o ,
ds (Al.5)
The tangential distance p is measured from the shear center as
o ,
shown in Fig. Al.l.
. . (2.4)sect~on ~s:
The normal stress g due to'warping of the
w
= E w
n ~" (A1.6)
where W , the unit normalized warping, is given by:
n
= wo
t ds - w
o
(Al.8)
It varies along the length of a non-prismatic column.
The shear flow T t in the section is found by con-
w
sidering the equilibrium of a strip of the, cross-section:
T t
w
= f'o ds (Al. 9)
This shear flow results in a torsional moment:
M
w
(Al.IO)
, With proper substitution, the warping moment M becomes
w
M
w
= _JEon Po[' JSo ]t (E w
n
~")' ds ds (Al.ll)
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The quantity (E W ~") I is. sL"Tlply:
n
(E ~") I = E W QII • + E ill f ~"Wn n ~ n
Thus, Eq. Al.ll may be written as:
(Al.I2)
M
w
=
(AI.13)
The first term on the right hand side is(2.4)
= E I WI'
W
(Al.14)
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. AI.13 can be found by
integrat~?n by parts:
t ds
E ~'fn po[r Wn' ds ] t ds
/
= EW' [woLEn Wn' t ds
= E~" { W
o
A (tl '
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[f fO , fOWo t d's [A (2:) w t ds ] -A 0
0 0
In W
n
W ' t dS] }n
0
E ~ .. [ - ro= A (2:) , w w t ds·A n 0
0
+
I En
Wn w' t dS] (A1. 15)n
0
The total warping moment is then equal to:
M =
w
E I (3'" - E (3" [- A (2:), w JE:o t dsw A n
0
+ IE:
o
w' t ds ] (A1. 16)n
0
The first term in the parenthesis is highly redundant because of
the fact that A, wand ware all functions of z which are very
n 0
difficult to determine. The derivative of the quantity (~) will
change the negative sign in front of the first term in the parenthesis
to positive. Because this term is highly redundant, it is assumed
here that:
A W
n
t ds ~ I Enw W '
n n
o
t ds (A1. 17)
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then Eq. Al.16 becomes
M
w
= E I
w 13'" - (Al.18)
It was defined earlier that the warping moment of inertia I
w
is:
I
w
2W t
n
ds
Taking derivative on both sides:
I
w
= 2 W W'
n n:
t ds (AI. 19)
Equation Al.18 can now be simplified to:
M = E I 13'" E I , 13"w w w
= (E I 13") ,
w
,~
= (C 13")'
w
(AI.20)
where C = E I ; warping rigidity. Thus the total torsional
w w
moment (Eq. Al.l) is
M = GK.r 13' (C 13")'z w
= C 13' (C 13")'T w.
where CT = GK.r = St. Venant constant.
(AI. 21)
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APPENDIX 2: DETERMINATION OF THE INDUCED MOMENTS
The three differential equations for lateral-torsional buckling
of beam-columns have previously been derived in Chapter 2. They are
rewritten below:
(2.24 )
+
P v ] + Vi M .. = 0
c Zo (2.25 )
(C 13") I - (C
T
+ rcr a 2 d A) 13 I + u I [-M +.! (M_ + MT ) + P v Jw J. \ Bx L --ax x c
A
+ v' [- MBy + f (MBy + ~y) - P Uc ] +
M +P
zo., Yo u ' - P x.o
1Vi _
L
x )
o '
z=O
1
L (MBy + M_y ) (v + Vo + Y -y ) = 0
. T . 0 0z=O
(2.26)
It was also found in Chapter 2 that the displacements u and v are:
c c
u
c
= u + Y 13
o
(2.2)
v = v + v - x 13
coo
(2.3)
At'the support z=O; the in-plane displacements v = v =
z= 0 0z=O
0; Eq. 2.25 reduces to:
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(x Q)l + v' M
o I-' z-O z=O zo
= o
M + v' M ~-By z=O zo
(A2.l)
neglecting in above the cross product term of P (x'
;0
2
S )z=O
Let A = - (B u") - P (u + Y Q) + Q M
o y z=u 0 I-' z=O I-'z=() Bx (A2.2)
Equation A2.l becomes:
v' M
z=O zo = Aq (A2.3)
At the other end of the column, the in-plane displacements
are also zero, i.e. v L = v = 0, Eq. 2.25 reduces to:
z= 0
z.=L
+ v' M = 0
z=L zo
M.ry - v' M ~z=L zo (B u") + P (u + Y Q)Y z=L 0 I-' z=L
+ Q M (A2.4)I-'z=L -Tx
2Again the cross product term P (xo S )z=L has been neglected. Let
Equation A2.4 can be written simply
(A2.5)
v' z=L Mzo =
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Using the same techniques assuming that v = v = 0 at z = 0 and
o
z = 1, and neglecting small terms, it can be found that:
M
zo
v'
. z=O = Bo (A.7)
Mzo + [ v' z"'L (A.8)
2
a dA)z=O S' z=O(Cw ~")' z=o + (CT + fa
A
u
'
(-M +Py )+v ' -Px
z=o Bx 0z=O z=o 0z=O
B --
o
where
u
z=O (A2.9)
D = - (C S")' + (CT + fcr a2 dA) S'o w z=L . z=L z=L
A
- U I z=L (M.rx + ~ yo ) + v I z=L (M.ry - P x o . )
z=L z=L
(u + x - x _)
°Z=L °z=O
(y0 . - yo">
z=L z=O
(A2.10)
=
Solving simultaneously Eqs. A2.3 and A2.7 to obtain
[Ao' - v I z=O ~:oJ
G+(V l z=d
2
]
(A2.11)
M
zo
= (A2.12)
In a beam-column, the end slope Vi is generally very small. If it
is assumed that this quantity can be neglected, then Eqs. A2.11 and
-1l3
A2.l2 reduce to:
~y ~ Ao
= - (B u") - P (u + Y Q) + Q MY z=O 0 t-' z=O t-'z=O -13x (A2.13)
M
zo
~ B.
o
= - (C ~") I + (C + Jcr
w z=O T
A
a 2 dA) QI
z=O t-' z=O
+ulz=O(-MBx+Pyo )+VIZ=OPxoz=O +
z=O
1
L u z=o (A2.l4)
Solving simultaneously Eqs. A2.6 and A2.8 to obtain:
C + VI L D
o z= 0
1 + VI [VI
z=L z=L
1 (y _ y )J
L 0 . 0
z=L z=O
~ Co
=
·M =
zo
( B u") + P (u + Y. Q) + Q KY z=L 0 t-' z=L t-'z=L -Tx
D - [VI - '!'(Yo -Yo ,)] C
o z=L L z=L z=O 0
1 + V I [v I - .!. (Yo - Yo)]
'z=L z=L L z=L z=O
- y; )
o .
z=O
(A2.l5)
(A2.l6)
The twisting moment M is given by Eq. A2.l4 or A2.l6. In this in-
zo
vestigationEq. A2.l4 is adopted because of its simpler form.
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APPENDIX 3: DETERMINATION OF BI-MOMENT OF A COLUMN SECTION
A "bi-moment" is a statical quantity which has the dimensions
2 2.3 as:Force x Length. It is given in Ref.
~ = 1(J w dA (A3.l)w n
where (J , the normal warping stress, and w , the unit normalized
w n
warping have been defined previously in Appendix 1. It has also
been given in Appendix 1 that the unit normalized warping wand the
n
unit warping ware respectively:
o
fn1 t ds -·w = - . w W
n A 0 0
0
w = l' Po ds0
0
(A1. 8)
(Al.7)
Substituting for the values of w· andw in Eq~ A3.l with those from
. n 0
Eqs. Al.7 and Al.8, the following equation is obtained:
= lEncrw [ifn (1' PodS) t ds - f"po dS} ds
0
fn [i 52 En S}= (J Po t [2 Jo - P ds (A3.2)w 0
0
Consider now the ,top flange of a W shape as shown in Fig.
A3.l. In this instance
= M d (A3 ."4)
.. '
''''U U
,where MU is the upper flange moment about the y axis.
By similar reasoning it can be shown that the lower flange
" contribution is:
-us
(A3.5)
Thus, the bi-moment of a W section is
',.
(A3.6)
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APPENDIX 4: DETERMINATION OF LATERAL DISPLACEMENT AND
TWISTING RELATIONSHIPS IN FINITE DIFFERENCE
EXPRESSIONS FOR IMAGINARY POINTS ADJACENT TO A JOINT
Lateral Displacement RelationshipS
The continuity equation is given by Eq. 5.7:
u'
z=L(n) = u' z=O(n+1) (5.7)
Using the designations as shown in Fig. 5.2, the finite difference
expression for Eq. 5.7 is
..
1
2~(n) [- u(J-1)(n) + uI (J+1)(n)] =
(A4.1)120 (n+1) [- u1 (J-1)(n+1) + u (J+1)(n+1)]
Let
y =
O(n)
6(n+1)
(A4.2)
Using the above notation and rearranging Eq. A4.1, the lateral disp1ace-
ment relationship for the imaginary point I(J+1) in span n is:
u1 (J+1)(n) = u(J_1)(n) - y u1 (J_1) (n+1)
+ Y u(J+l)(n+1) (A4.3)
o(n)l
+ Ko(J) 2 ]
u
. O(n)J (J+1) (n+1)
+ Ko(J) -2-J
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The equilibrium equation at the joint is:
(B U") - (B U") + K u ' = 0 (5.11)Y z=L(n) Y z=O(n+1) o(J) z=O(n+1)
In finite difference expressions, Eq. 5.11 becomes:
KO(J) 2C~n+1) [- uI (J-1)(n+1) + u(J+1)(n+1)] = 0
(A4.4)
Substituting for uI (J+1)(n) in the above equation with that given by
Eq. A4.3, and arranging to obtain:
~ - yB
= LYJ(n) YJ (n+1)
uI (J-1) (n+1) ~
B + yB
YJ(n) YJ (n+1)
+
2By
J(n)
[
0(n) ]y B + yB + Ko (J) 2YJ(n) YJ (n+1)
u (J-1)(n)
(A4.5)
(A4.6)
Equation A4.3 then becomes
2
2 Y B
= YJ (n+1)
uI (J+1) (n) ~ + yB + K O(n)l u(J+1) (n+1)
LYJ(n) YJ (n+1) o(J) 2 J
[ B + yB + K 0(n)l
+ [ YJ(n) YJ(n+1) ~(J) 2 J u.
~ ° ] (J-1) (n)B + Y B + K ~.YJ(n)' YJ (n+1) o(J) 2
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Twisting Relationships
The continuity and equilibrium equations are respectively:
~'z=L(n) = ~'z=O(n+l) (5.8)
(C ~,,). (C WI) + K ~'
W z=L(n) - w z=O(n+l) w(J) z=O(n+l)= 0 (5.9)
The above equations are respectively similar to Eqs. 5.7 and 5.11 except
that u is now ~ and B is C. Thus it is not necessary to repeat solvingy w
the displacement relationships for the two imaginary points I(J+l)(n)
and I(J-l)(n+l). All that is to be done is to replace Eqs. A4.5 and
A4.6 with the appropriate terms. The twisting relationships for the
imaginary points are thus:
5 ~- yC + K ~
wJ(n+l) w(J) 2
o( ~) ~(J+l)(n+l)
+ C +K' n
y wJ(n+l) w(J) 2
~LWJ(n)~I(J-l) (n+l) =
2 C
wJ(n)
Y [c 5(n) ] S(J-l)(n)+ yC + KW(J) -2-
wJ(n) wJ(n+l)
+
(A4.7)
~I(J+l) (n)
2 y2 C
= wJ(n+l)~ 5(n)] ~ (J+l) (n+l)C + Y C + Kw(J) 2wJ(n) wJ(n+l)
+
(C
[ WJ(n)
+ yC. + K 5 (n)]
wJ(n+l) w(J) 2
5 ~+ Y C + K(n)
wJ(n+l) w(J) 2
(A4.8)
Aa
B
x
B
Y
b
C
m
d
d
w
E
En
F
G
H
I
I
w
K
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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9. SYMBOLS
area of cross section;
distance between the shear center and any point in the
section;
bending rigidity about x-axis;
bending rigidity about y axis (subscript i denotes pivotal
point i);
width of flange;
end moment correct factor;
St. Venant.constant (subscript i denotes pivotal point i);
warping rigidity (subscript i denotes pivotal point i);
depth of section;
distance of the lower flange from shear center (subscripts
Band T denote section z = 0 and z = L respectively);
distance of the upper flange from shear center (subscripts
Band T denote section z = 0 and z = L respectively);
depth of web;
elastic modulus;
end of an open cross-section;
force vector;
shearing modulus;
stiffness matrix;
moment of inertia (~ubscripts x, y, S, and" denote axes);
warping moment of inertia;
effective length factor;
warping restraint in the lower flange (subscripts Band T
denote section z = 0 and z = L respective ly) ;
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KOB = weak-axis bending restraint at section z = 0;
K
oT = weak-axis bending restraint at section z = L',
K = weak-axis bending restraint at joint J in a continuous
o(J)
beam-column;
~ = torsion constant;
~ = warping restraint in the
denote section z = 0 and
upper 'f1ange (subscripts Band T
z = L respectively);
KWB =
KWT =
KW(J) =
L =
M =
~ =
~x =
~y =
M =cr
M =m
M =max
M =
0
warping restraint at section z = O·,
warping restraint at section z = L',
warping restraint at Joint J in a continuous beam-column;
length of a beam-column (subscript n denotes span n);
moment;
bi-moment;
strong axis bending moment at the bottom end of the column;
weak-axis bending moment at the bottom end of the column;
critical moment;
maximum strength of an unbraced beam-column;
in-plane moment capacity;
maximum bending moment a column can sustain in the absence
of axial load;
Mpc
M
sv
M
x
M
Y
M
z
M
zo
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
plastic hinge moment modified to include the effect of
axial compression;
St. Venant torsion;
strong axis bending moment at the top end of the column;
weak-axis bending ~oment at the top end of the column;
warping torsion;
internal resisting moment about x axis;
internal resisting moment about y axis;
internal twisting moment;
twisting moment 'at the column end;
op
p
e
=
=
=
=
=
=
internal torsional moment;
internal moment about ~ axis;
internal moment about saxis;
beginning of an open cross-section;
axial load;
elastic buckling load in the plane of bending;
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p
o
p
y
q
R
r
T
T
o
t
u
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
axial load a column can support in the absence of bending
moments;
axial load corresponding to yield stress le"vel, P = A cr
Y y'
end moment ratio;
tangent stiffne.ss matrix;
radius of gyration (subscripts x and y denote flexural
axes) ;
cosine transformation matrix;
cosine transformation matrix for initial imperfection
functions;
thickness of flange;
displacement in x direction (subscripts U and L denote
upper and lower flange respectively; subscripts Band T
denote section z = 0 and z = L respectively; subscript
J denotes joint J);
u =
c
u i =
u =
.0
Us =
V =
V =
c
vi =
V
o
=
=
lateral displacement of the ceritroid;
initial imperfection in x axis;
initial imperfection in x axis at mid-column;
displacement in S direction;
displacement in y direction;
transverse displacement of the centroid;
initial imperfection in y axis;
pre-buckling deformation in yaxis;
initial imperfection in y axis at mid-column;
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coordinates of shear center;
external force vector;
width of web;
initial twist at mid-column;
Fig. 3.1);
= 5 (n)
5(n+l)
initial twist;
ratio of segment length
o if cr = cr , 1 if cr < cr .
Y y'
twist about shear center of a section;
displacement vector;
coordinate system for a straight member in the undeformed state;
axial deformation;
yield length ratio (see
yield length ratio (see Fig. 3.1);
displacement in Tl direction;
length of an arbitrary segment in a beam-column (subscript
n denotes span n, etc.);
vTl =
w =
w =
=
x,y, z - =
xo'Yo =
ex =
et
o
=
13 =
Si '"
So =
y =
=
6- =
5 =
e = rotation;
= coordinate system for a member in the deformed state;
= restraint factor (subscripts band w denote weak-axis
bending and warping respectively);
\) =
Po =
Pl'P2
P3,P4 =
cr =
cr =
rc
cr =
rt
cr =
w
yield length ratio (see Fig. 3.1);
tangential distance from shear center;
lateral displacement coefficients;
stress;
compressive residual stress in the tip of the flange of
a 'if shape;
tensile residual stress in the web of a W shape;
warping normal stress;
(Jy
T
W
w
o
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
static yield stress;
shear stress due to warping of the section;
curvature;
initial imperfection functions;
yield length ratio (see Fig. 3.1);
twisting displacement coefficients;
normalized unit warping; and
unit warping with respect to shear center.
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10. TABLES
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TABLE 3.1 LATERAL-TORSIONAL BUCKLING MODES FOR
PINNED-END BEAM-COLUMNS OF fM31
SHAPE SUBJECTED TO ONE END MOMENT
M/M
MODE pc
L/r = 30 L/r = 50 L/r = 80
x x x
1 0.751 0.663 0.467 -,
I
2 0.763 0.672 0.680 I
I
3 0.780 0.686 0.693 I
I
4 0.794 0.712 0.700 I
5 0.802 0.772 0.715 II
6 0.809 0.796 0.726 I
I
7 0.810 0.829
--
I 0.732 I
I I
8 0.817 0.874 I 0.744 I
I
9 0.860 0.879 I 0.748 I-, I I,
I I I
I I I
UKUMOTO'S 0.862 I 0.827 _-l 0.467 --.J_..JF
.TABLE 5.1 CRITICAL JOlliT MOMENTS FOR THREE-SPAN
CONTlliUOUS BEAM-COLUMNS
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CRITICAL JOINT MOMENT (kip-in.)
TYPE JOINT NO JOINT ONLY ONLY WEAK- WARPlliG AND
.RESTRAINTS WARPING AXIS :eEND- WEAK-AXIS
FULLY ING FULLY BENDING
RESTRAINED RESTRAINED FULLY
RESTRAINED
UPPER
A 10~8 1030 1050 1092
LCMER
UPPER
B ... 885 985 980 1045
LCMER
UPPER 990 1040 1020 1055
C
LCMER 655 720 690 740
'..
UPPER 755 765 760 810
D
LCMER 730 735 . 735 765
UPPER
E 800 805 816 832
LOOER
_._- ~ .
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Fig. 6.3 Extrapolation Technique to Determine the Maximum Strength
. of an Unbraced Beam-Column
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